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1.1  Development Strategies
Shortly after  the  Second  World  War,  Mexico  adopted  a  model  of
import substitution which was  followed by a  long period  of high
economic growth and impressive industrial development.  When, in
the middle of the seventies import substitution  had reached its
limits,  it  was  replaced  by  a  growth  model  based  upon  the
development  of  the  petroleum  sector.  1  In  the  early  eighties,
external circumstances (declining oil prices, increasing interest
rates) obliged economic policy makers to abandon this model again
and the economy was plunged  into its most  severe  crisis  of the
post-war period.
Since  then,  Mexican  economic  policies  have  undergone  thorough
changes.  In  the  macroeconomic  sphere,  the  fiscal  balance  was
brought back under control, credit policies were reshaped in such
a  way as to reduce the dependency on foreign borrowing and exchange
rate management became more flexible than it had been before.
At the same time, the inward-looking strategy was changed into an
outward-looking  one.  The  very  restrictive  import  regime  was
1  For a description of the different growth models adopted
by Mexico since the Second World War see De Mateo  (1988).2
progressively dismantled, many state-owned companies returned to
private ownership, direct foreign investment was liberalized up to
a  certain extent  and deregulation hit  important  sectors of  thb
economv (e.g  transportation).  Generally speaking, competition was
given a  much more important role in  the development process than it
had ever had since the Second World War. 2
1.2  Environmental Problems
In  practically  all  countries  of  the  world  economic  growth  in
general,  and  industrial  development  in  particular,  have  had
important consequences for the physical environment its people are
living in.  Mexico  is no exception.  Nowadays, almost all major
urban  concentrations are suffering from heavy  air pollution and
Mexico City is sometimes mentioned as the most polluted city of the
world.  Most rivers and lakes are severely contaminated, and so is
groundwater in many places.  Consequently, marginal costs of water
supply have increased significantly.  Waste r*llection  and disposal
facilities are increasingly insufficient.  Soil erosion lowers the
productivity  of  land  for  agricultural  uses  and  deforestation
threatens the survival of scarce animal species and plants.  All
these phenomena are of major concern and are putting a  heavy strain
2  This  episode  of  structural  adjustment  and  trade
liberalization was described in detail by Ten Kate (1992 a and b).3
on future economic growth.
Evidently, these problems are caused by a variety of factors among
which  industrial development  is an outstanding  but not the only
one.  Other factors that should be mentioned are:  (i) the growth
of  the  population  and  its  consumption  patterns,  (ii) regional
concentration of economic activity, (iii) modes of transportation
of both persons and cargo,  (iv) modes of electricity generation,
(v) the development of the mining sector  and last but not least
(vi)  agricultural activity, particularly through land reclamation,
irrigation and fertilizer use.
1.3 Scope
With the foregoing in  mind, the present paper attempts to assess to
what  extent  Mexico's  industrial  development  and  the  economic
policies affecting its industrial sector can be held responsible
for  the enormous deterioration of  the environment that has occurred
since the Second World War.  Specific questions  to be addressed
are:
(i)  what has been the influence of the import substitution
policies of the fifties, sixties and first half of the
seventies upon the state of the environment?
(ii) how far has the environment been affected by the below-
market-pricing  policies  for  energy  goods  of  the  late
seventies and early eighties?4
and (iii) what has been the role in polluting the environment of
public  sector  participation  in  the  productive
.phere?
The fact that these questions are addressed in the paper does not
imply that they are answered in a satisfactory way,  Considering
the enormous lack of data, particularly historiL information on the
state of the environment, it is hardly surprising that the answers
cannot  be but partial  and that  most  of them  can  only  indicate
directions or suggest  trends  ratlaer  than  being  conclusive  in a
quantitative sense.
Moreover, many questions are not touched upon.  For example, macro-
economic policies are not considered in  this scheme.  The reason is
that the  influence of macroeconomic  policies upon  environmental
variables  is  far  from  direct  and  conditioned  on  all  sorts  of
unknown responses, which would make an assessment of its effects
too speculative.  Perhaps the only thing that might be stated in
this context is  that austerity in  gc.:ernment  spending may come into
conflict  with  the  needs  for  environmental  monitoring  and  the
establishment of enforcement mechanisms.  But even in this field,
expenditures on environmental control remain a matter of setting
priorities within  the government  budget.  Also,  if austerity  is
commanded by the need to reduce a fiscal deficit, this could be
eased by environmental policies, if  pollution taxes, fees and fines
were imposed.5
This does not imply that the environmental impact of the policies
to be addressed expressly is so straightforu rd.  On the contrary,
most  policies  are not  designed so as to deliberately  influence
environmental  variables.  Therefore,  their  effects  are  usually
indirect and, possibly, unintentional.
1.4 orcanization
The  organization  of  the  paper  is  as  follows.  After  this
introduction,  the  second  section  presents  estimates  of  the
pollution intensity of the Mexican manufacturing  industry and of
its evolution over the last four decades, using fixed US emission
-nefficients by  industrial  subsector  by  lack  of  mo-re  adequate
information.
The third  section reviews  the main  characteristics  of Mexico's
foreign-trade rolicies and industrial development since the Second
World War and makes some inferences about the likely consequences
of  this  development  for  the  state  of  the  environment.  These
intuitive  inferences  are  compared  with  the  findings  of  the
preceding  section  and  an  attempt  is  made  to  understand  the
discrepancies.
In  the fourth section, relative prices of environmentally sensitive
goods are examined with particular attention to energy goods, and-
the question is asked to what extent low pricing policies for those6
goods may have contributed to a further deterioration of the state
of the environment.
The last section summarizes the content of the paper  and brings
together its main conclusions.7
2. INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION ESTIMATES
2.1 Methodology
In the present  section the reaults  of  the  calculation  of  some
pollution  indicators  for  the  Mexican  manufacturing  sector  are
presented for the  1950-1989 period.  As no emission  figures are
available for Mexico's manufacturing industries, the estimates are
based  on  fixed  US  emission  coefficients  collected  from  USEPA
emissions databases  converted by Wheeler  3  into the  following 7
compound industrial pollution indicators:
1.  total quantity of TRI (Toxic  Release Inventory) chemicals
released or transferred (AVTRIT)
2.  linear  acute human health and  terrestrial ecotoxicity (AVHUML)
3.  exponential  acute human  health  and  terrestrial  ecotoxicity
(AVHUMX)
4.  linear acute aquatic toxicity (AVQAC)
5.  exponential acute aquatic toxicity (AVQAX)
6.  cancer risk  (AVCANC)
3  The  inventory  contains  measures  of  releases  of  various
substances.  The  7  alternative  indicators  mentioned  here  are
weighted sums of substances released.  Indicator number two uses
risk weights 1 through 4 where 4 denotes the substances deemed to
pose the highest risk to human health. For an explanation of the
indicators and an exposition of the assumptions on which they are
based see Wheeler  (1991b). The values of the indicators by ISIC
class are listed in Annex 3.8
7.  total  quantity  of metal  compounds  released  or  transferred
(AVMETAL)
In view  of  the  fact  that  the  different  pollutions  indicators
produce fairly  similar results and  in order  to avoid  excessive
repetition,  we confine ourselves to the presentation of the results
for the second indicator, i.e. the linear acute human health and
terrestrial ecotoxicity  (AVHUML).
For lack of better information, it had to be assumed that the US
emissions  figures  by  industrial  ISIC  class  (which  meajure
discharges per dollar value of output), and the derived pollution
indicators,  were  equally  applicable  to  Mexican  manufacturing
activities.  Moreover, it was assumed that the emissions per unit
of output in each industry were constant over time.  Consequently,
changes  in  our  estimates  of  the  pollution  intensity  of  the
manufacturing  industry  are  exclusively  produced  by  structural
changes in  the composition of the activity basket.  In other words,
the effects of intra-activity changes and of technological changes
in the emissions per unit of output, e.g. by cleaner production
technologies, are not taken into account.
It is quite  possible that  the above  mentioned  assumptions  have
introduced  an important bias in  our estimates.  In the first place,
US  emission  figures were  collected  at  a  moment  that  pollution
control measures had already been in place for some time in the US9
while in Mexico the environmental aspects of industrial pollution
were largely ignored  during the period under study.  In the second,
whereas US industry faced increasing energy cost after the 1973 and
1979/1980  international  price  shocks,  Mexican  energy  pricing
policies did not fo'low the increases and kept the cost of energy
far below world market opportunity cost until very recently.  As a
result US and international industry have developed  less energy-
intensive technologies, 4  that were not adopted, or adopted to a
lesser extent, by Mexican industries.  Under these circumstances,
the assumption  of fixed pollution  coefficients  may well  be too
optimistic for the Mexican case.  Therefore, our figures probably
underestimate the real dimension of the pollution problem.
The weakness of the assumption of fixed emission coefficients by
industry is further aggravated by recent  findings that the scope
for inter-fuel substitution within industries is quite ample 5  and
that within-industry effects of such a fuel substitution usually
outweigh the effect of inter-industry shifts. 6
4For  example, Bacon (1992) argues that total fuel use by
manufacturing industries in OECD countries did not increase
from 1971 to 1988 in spite of a growth in output of 62%.  See
also section 4 below.
5  See Eskeland et al. (1991).
6  See Moss and Tybout  (1992) and section 4 below.10
2.2 Sources of Information
The  evolution  of  the  levels  and  structure  of  manufacturing
industrial activity was taken fr)m the National  Accounts series
elaborated by the Bank of Mexico for the 1950-1971 period and from
two series elaborated by the INEGI, one for the period 1970-1984,
the other  for 1980-1989.  The National Accounts  of the Bank of
Mexico distinguishes 30 manufacturing sectors, those of the INEGI
131 industrial groups at the subsectoral level.
From  the  above  mentioned  information  two  series  of  real
manufacturing  output  were  constructed:  the  first  with  30
manufacturing sectors ranging from 1950 to 1971, the second with
131 activities, ranging from 1970 to 1989.  The second series was
obtained  by  coupling  the  two  INEGI  series  whose  sectoral
classifications coincide almost completely.  The resulting series
are listed in Annexes 1 and 2.
The  next  step  was  to establish  the  correspondence  between  the
manufacturing activities of the two  series and the 74 industrial
ISIC categories reported by Wheeler.  For the first series this was
not  always  possible  and  this  must  have  givten  rise  to  a  lower
precision  in  the  estimates.  For  the  second  series  the
correspondence could be established  in an almost  straightforward
manner.  The  correspondence  between  the  National  Accounts11
activities and the ISIC classes for the 1950-71 and 1970-89 series
is given in Annexes  4 and 5 respectively.
2.3 Results
Table 1 and the corresponding figure present the evolution of the
pollution intensity according to the compound pollution indicator
AVHUML mentioned before.  There  is an important mismatch  in the
overlapping years of the two series.  This mismatch is mainly due
to the lack of detail in the activity classification of the first
series and, to a lesser extent, to differences in weighting factors
provoked by the transition from 1960 to 1970 prices.  It should be
remembered that the table  represents the intensity of pollution
generated per unit of manufacturing output; i.e. the effect of the
growth of the manufacturing output, which  amounted to 333% from
1950 to 1970 and to 126% from 1970 to 1989, is not accounted for in
the table.  If we were to take account of both phenomena, we would
find manufacturing industries producing 20 times as much pollution
in  1989  as  in  1950,  where  a  doubling  of  pollution  intensity
combines with a ten fold expansion of output.
The general picture is that the pollution intensity is increasing
over time; by approximately 50% over the 1950-1970 period and by
25%  over  the  1970-1989  period.  The  figures  demonstrate
convincingly  how  the  Mexican  manufacturing  industry  has  moved
towards more polluting subsectors over the last forty years.12
A  closer  look  at  the  time  profile  of  the  growth  of  pollution
intensity makes clear that this indicator increased steadily over
time with shortlived interruptions from 1955 to 1958 and from 1963
to 1967 and with a somewhat longer interruption from 1973 to 1980.
In table 2 the sectoral contributions to the pollution  intensity
are presented as a percentage of total discharges  for the period
1970-1989.  The twenty  most polluting sectors out of a total of 130
activities  are  listed according  to  their  share  in the  overall
pollution  discharges  in  2989.  Sixteen  of  them  correspond  to
production  of  intermediates.  These  sectors  increased  their
participation in  the pollution intensity from two thirds in 1970  to
almost four fifths in 1989.
Perhaps the most important conclusion form the figures of table 2
is that the increase in pollution intensity during  the seventies
and eighties is almost exclusively attributable to the increase in
the relative contribution of only two sectors:  petrochemicals and
fertilizers. This is  of particular importance as both sectors were
dominated by public sector companies, PEMEX and FERTIMEX, either
due  to  constitutional  restrictions  (petro-chemicals)  or  to
government  pricing  policies  making  private  sector  investments
highly unprofitable (fertilizers).  In other words, the notorious
increase  in  the  pollution  intensity  of  Mexican  manufacturing
industry since 1970 can fully be written on the account of public
sector participation in a few heavily polluting activities.13
Although  the growth  of the relative  importance  of  some  private
sector  based activities such as synthetic fibers,  synthetic resins,
and  basic  chemicals  also  led to  an  increase  in  the  pollution
intensity, this was  compensated by relative  reductions  of other
manufacturing  industries  output  which  are  also  in  the  more
polluting categories.
Similar observations, although  to a  lesser  extent,  can be made
about the 1950-1970 period.  In fact, somewhat more than half of
the approximately 50% increase of the pollution intensity from 1950
to 1970 is explained by the increase in the relative participation
of  petro-  and  agrochemical-,  the  remainder  being  due  to  a  few
sectors mainly under private ownership such as basic chemicals and
synthetic fibers and resins.14
3.  FOREING-TRADE POLICIES AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT:
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
3.1  ImRort Substitution Period  (1945-1976)
During the three decades following the Second World  War Mexican
industrial development passed through different stages of import
substitution, and its foreign-trade policies became  increasingly
inward-oriented.  As early as 1947 an import licensing system was
installed  whose importance  grew steadily over time until it  covered
91%  of  import  value  in  1976  (See table  3).  By  far  the  most
important criteria un determining whether or not an import permit
was granted was the availability of the good under consideration
from local production.  Additionally, imports have been subject to
import tariffs, mostly on an ad-valorem basis, with rates ranging
from 0 to 100% as a rule.  Generally speaking, rates were higher
for goods produced in  the country than for those not available form
local sources.7
The  import substitution process can be roughly divided  in three
stages. During the first stage, which lasted until the end of the
fifties  most  imports  of  non-durable  consumer  goods  were
7For  extensive descriptions of Mexico's foreign-trade
policies  during  the  considered  period  see  King  (1970),  Bueno
(1971), Ten Kate et al. (1980) and Balassa (1983).15
substituted.  The second stage covers the decade of the sixties and
refers  to the substitution of consumer durables and unsophisticated
intermediates.  Substitution  of  technologically  more  advanced
intermediates and of capital goods was undertaken in the seventies
but was frustrated by a change of policies in the middle of that
decade. 8
Given  the  fact  that,  generally  speaking,  the  production  of
intermediates, particularly that of the unsophisticated ones, is  by
far  the  most  polluting  activity  - much  more  polluting  than
production  of final consumer and capital goods  - it is expected
that the heaviest impact of the Mexican industrialization process
upon the environment was produced during  the second stage of the
import substitution process.
It should be recognized, however, that the growth of manufacturing
output is not only defined by the degree of import substitution but
also, and often to a  larger extent, by the dynamics of domestic
demand.  That  is to say,  the  fastest growing  sectors  need not
necessarily coincide with the sectors for which import substitution
is highest.  Moreover, demand growth may be negatively affected by
the higher prices needed to keep the import substitution process
going.  Apart  from that,  it should be emphasized  that the three
stages of import  substiL Lion largely  overlap.  For example, import
substitution of intermediates did not wait for that of the durable
8  See De Mateo (1988).16
consumer goods  to be finished  ,  but started already during  the
Second  World  War  and  continued  until  far  beyond  the  import
substitution period.
With that in mind, it is not surprising that the different phases
of import substitution are not so clearly reflected in the growth
pattern of manufacturing output.  In  table 4 compound annual growth
rates  od  different  components  of  the  manufacturing  and  other
sectors are b-ought together for a number of periods.
To give an example of the lack of correspondence, the g--rth of the
relatively modest  Mexican  capital  goods  sector  has  always  been
significantly higher than that of the manufacturing  sector  as a
whole, i.e. not only during the last stage of import substitution,
as is to be expected, but also, and even more sharply ,  during the
first two stages.  Similar observations, but to a lesser extent,
hold  for  the  intermediate  goods  sector  which  increased  its
participation in manufacturing output continuously over the whole
import substitution period, from 39% in 1950 to 45% in 1989.
As demonstrated in the foregoing section, the pollution intensity
estimates of the manufacturing  sector  as a whole  show a  steady
increase from  1950 to 1976 irrespective of the different  import
substitution  stages,  mainly  as  a  consequence  of  the  growing
relative importance of intermediate goods.17
The  legacy  of  the  import  substitution  phase  was  a  largely
traditional  and  uncompetitive  industrial  apparatus  with  an
important  foreign  participation  in  the  technologically  more
advanced  sectors  and  still  a  high  dependency  on  imports  for
sophisticated intermediates  and capital goods. At the mid seventies
import substitution possibilities were virtually exhausted and an
important change of policy took place after the peso devaluation of
1976 at the beginning of the Lopez-Portillo administration.
3.2  Petroleum-Led Growth  (1977-1982)
With the discovery for huge oil endowments in 1974 and 1975 and
given  the  enormous  increases  in international  oil  prices  since
1973,  the  L6pez-Portillo  administration  (1977-1982)  decided  to
abandon  the  growth  model  based  upon  import  substitution  and
concentrate its efforts upon the development of oil resources.  In
response to a  relative abundance of foreign exchange, foreign-trade
policies  were slightly liberalized  during the late seventies and at
the  close  of  the  decade  the  government  even  tried  to  achieve
Mexico's accession to the GATT.  The attempt failed, however, due
to heavy  opposition  from domestic  trade  unions  and  small-scale
entrepreneurs.
The  modest  trade  liberalization  did  not  bring  domestic  prices
closer  to  international prices, however.  On  the  contrary,  the
incentive structure became more distorted than it had been before18
as  a  result  of  a  monstruous  system  of  government  subsidies  9,  made
possible  by  the  export  earnings  from  crude  oil  and  capital  inflows.
In  fact,  during  that  period,  the  Mexican  economy  drifted  further
away  from  market  forces  and  became  increasingly  manipulated  by  the
government.
In  the  early  eighties  the  opening  up  of  the  import  regime  came  to
a  stand-still  and  with  increasing  balance  of  payments  problems,
derived  from  a  weakening  international  oil  market  and  sky-high
interest  rates  in  the  major  financial  markets,  the  Mexican  economic
policy  package  came  under  heavy  pressure  and  virtually  collapsed
with  the  debt  service  moratorium  in  1982  and  the  subsequent  crisis
of  the  international  financial  system.
There  are  a  number  of  reasons  to  assume  that  the  environmental
situation  should  have  deteriorated  quickly  during  the  shortlived
petroleum-led  growth  period.  First  of  all,  there  was  an  important
acceleration  of  the  growth  of  the  manufacturing  industry  as  a
whole.  In  fact  real  manufacturing  output  registered  a  compound
annual  growth  rate  of  9.3%  during  the  period  1976-1981,  as  compared
with  6.4%  for  the  1970-1976  period.  In  tha  second  place,  the
petroleum  sector  itself  whose  participation  in  GDP  increased
sharply  is  a  comparatively  heavy  polluter.  Last  but  not  least,
pricing  policies  for  oil  products  stimulated  a  number  of  heavily
9  For  an  assessment  of  Mexican  subsidies  and  their  economic
consequences  see  Gil  Diaz  (1987).19
polluting activities in  the  chemical industries,  a relatively fuel-
intensive transport sector and more energy-intensive technologies.
Strangely enough, as demonstrated in the  foregoing section, our
estimates  of  pollution  intensity  do  not  fully  support  this
hypothesis. Cortrary to expectations, we find that the pollution
intensity has been relatively stable form 1973 to 1981, in contrast
with sharp increases during other periods.
It should be realized, however, that the relative stability of the
pollution intensity does not mean that the environmental situation
did  not  deteriorate.  On  the  contrary,  on  one  hand,  the
acceleration of growth itself of manufacturing output during this
period with a more or less stable pollution  intensity level must
have resulted in an increase in the absolute level of pollution at
the same rate of growth as that of manufacturing output.  On the
other hand, it should be kept in  mind that out pollution intensity
estimates are  based  on fixed emission  coefficients  so that  the
effects  of  intra-sectoral  shifts  towards  more  energy-intensive
technologies are not accounted for in those  figures.  Thus,  the
only  conclusion  that  may  be  drawn  from  the  findings  of  the
foregoing  section is  that structural changes towards more pollution
intensive subsectors did not take place during the period.
Still, there are some otner reasons for the comparative stability
of  our  pollution  intensity  estimates  during  the  petroleum-led20
growth period.  In the first place, the expansion of the petroleum
sector during the period under consideration took place mainly in
the exploitation of crude oil and natural gas which does not belong
to the manufacturing sector as such.  Thus, it is not accounted for
in  the figures presented in the foregoing section.  As may be seen
in table 4, the growth of the manufacturing part of the petroleum
industry,  i.e.  the  refining  activity  and  the  petrochemical
industry, was only slightly higher  that of manufacturing  on the
average. (9.8 against 9.3% per annum.)
The second reason is that the substantial public  investments in a
number  of  downstream  hydrocarbon  related  activities  such  as
petrochemicals  and  fertiLlizers, although  realized  during  the
petroleum-led growth period, came into operation only in the early
eighties, most of them after the crisis of 1982 (see table 4).
Likewise, it was only until  the end of the petroleum-led growth
period  that  energy  goods  became  cheap  in  comparison  with
international prices  (see section 4 below).  Again  in this case,
due to gestation lags, the supply response to low energy prices was
far from direct in sectors such as the chemical industries, so that
it is not surprising that these sectors continued with growth rates
significantly above the average in subsequent years (see  table 4).21
3.3  Macroeconomic Stabilization and Trade Liberalization
1983-1988
After  the  foreign-exchange  crisis  of  1982  and  the  subsequent
devaluations and upsurge of inflation, the  1983-1985 period was
characterized by macroeconomic stabilization efforts.  However, in
spite of the closure of a number of unprofitable state enterprises
draining the government budget, the efforts turned out insufficient
t.o  bring  inflation down  to acceptable  levels  and  to  bring  the
economy back to a sustained growth path.
In  July  1985  recourse  was  sought  in  an  ambitious  trade
liberalization program to combat inflation and render the Mexican
economy  more  competitive  by  exposing  domestic  producers  and
distributors to foreign competition.  one year later, i.e. in the
summer of 1986, Mexico acceded to the GATT.  Due to the enormous
depreciation of the real exchange rate during the 1985-1987 period,
the effects of the import liberalization were only felt.  until 1988
when, with the measures of the Economic Solidarity Pact, the real
exchange rate appreciated back to more sustainable levels. 10
For the  same  reasons as  those  mentioned  for  the  petroleum-led
growth  period,  but  now  working  in  the  opposite  direction,
industrial development  during  the period considered  here should
have been fairly neutral, or perhaps even favorable, to the state
of the environment.  In the first place, economic growth stagnated
10  See Ten Kate (1992 a,b).22
and was not significantly different from zero until  1988.  Real
manufacturing output grew at a compound annual  rate of 0.2% from
1981 to 1988.  Second, the relative importance of the petroleum
sector  diminished, although this is  mainly due to price effects and
not so much to real changes.  In the third and last place, in the
course  of the adjustment psriod  the prices  of petroleum  fuels,
basic petrochemicals and fertilizers were adjusted so as to bring
them closer to international prices by which at least part of the
implicit subsidies granted by the distorted  price system  to the
more polluting activities was remcved.
As  demonstrated  before,  our  estimates  of  the  evolution  of
industrial  pollution  intensity  do  not  support  this  hypothesis
either. Contrary  to expectations, the  pollution intensity indicator
increases sharply from 1981  to 1987 after relative stability during
1973-1981.
The  main  reason  is  again  the  substantial  increase  in  public
investments in  heavily  polluting activities, such as petrochemicals
and fertilizers, which took place from 1978 to 1981 (i.e  at the end
of the petroleum-led growth period), but came into production only
after the collapse of 1982.
Similarly, as regards the price adjustments of some environmentally
sensitive  goods  (such  as  energy  good,  fertilizers  and  basic
petrochemicals),  these  were  brought  in line  with  international23
prices only towards the end of the stabilization period.  Before
that time, the discrete price  increases of those goods had been
eroded by the high inflation rates characteristic of the crisis and
stabilization period.
Another important consequence of the Mexican trade liberalization,
which was carried through during the period under consideration, is
the enhanced role for competition in the Mexican economy which may
improve the  scope  for the application  of price-based  pollution
control  measures  significantly.  As  argued  by  Wheeler,  such
measures usually do not operate  adequately in  manipulated economies
or for companies under soft-budget constraints. 11 Therefore, also
the  privatization  of  state-owned  companies  is  expected  to
contribute to this goal.
11  This is one of the reasons why, according to Wheeler, tex-
book price-based pollution control measures in Poland proved quite
unsatisfactory.  See Wheeler (1991a).24
3.4  Growth Recovery and North American Free Trade Agreement
(1989-Present)
With  the  entrance  of  the  Salinas  administration  in  1989,  the
Mexican  economy  entered  a  new  episode  which  will  probably  be
referred to in the future as that of growth  recovery and of the
negotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement.  The first
two  years  of  that  period  were  characterized  by  a  progressive
stabilization  of  the  macroeconomic  panorama  thanks  to  the
renegotiation of foreign  debt under the umbrella of the Brady plan,
of which Mexico was the first beneficiary, and to the announcement
of the reprivatization of the banking system.
The most outstanding achievements were the following:
i)  a recovery of economic growth, in 1989 still at a modest rate
of 3%, and in 1990 and 1991 at 4%
ii)  inflation was brought down from over 50% in 1988 to 20% in
1989, then increased slightly to 30% in 1990, and was back
slightly below 20% in 1991, and
iii) real interest rates in the  domestic financial market declined
sharply.
At the same time the trade liberalization carried through from 1985
to 1987 was consolidated further and the attempts to bring prices
of public  goods  and  services closer  to  international  standards25
continued.
An important feature  of that period was the decision of the Salinas
administration to enter into negotiations with the US aiming at the
establishment of a Free Trade Agreement.  At a later stage Canada
joined the table.  Given the fact that over 70% of Mexico's foreign
trade is with the US and given the reciprocity of the concessions
to  be  negotiated,  such  a  North  American  Free  Trade  Agreement
(NAFTA) might turn out of even greater importance to Mexico than
the unilateral trade liberalization of the 1985-1987 period.
Another outstanding change with respect to the previous period is
the renewed concern of the Salinas administration about the state
of the environment.  While the creation of the SEDUE (now  SEDESOL),
the ministry in charge of environmental protection  (1982) and the
enactment  of  the  Law  of  Ecology  and  Environmental  Protection
(1988)12  stem  from  the  de-la-Madrid  administration,  during  the
Salinas administration budget allocations to the undersecretariat
for  the environment  have  been  increased  substantially,  special
programs are being put in place  (such as actions to diminish air
pollution in Mexico City), standards for industrial emissions are
issued and environmental impact assessments  (EIA), albeit already
compulsory under the 1988 Law for all new projects and extensions
of existing ones, are being enforced more strictly.
12  See Diario Oficial, 28 January 1988.26
With the above  indicated developments Mexico  has taken the  four
standard benchmark  steps necessary  for the implementation  of an
environmental protection  policy.  According  to Wheeler  13  these
standard events  are;  (i) an environmental bill  of rights,  (ii)
adoption  of  ambient  standards,  (iii)  establishment  of  an
environmental  protection agency  and (iv)  enactment of environmental
impact assessments.  Herewith Mexico has  set the  stage  for  its
environmental policies for the future.
3.5  Foreign-Trade Policies and the Environment
Resuming the findings of the foregoing subsections, the relation
between  foreign-trade  policies  and  the  pollution  intensity  of
manufacturing  industries  is  rather  obscure.  At  our  level  of
analysis there is  no indication whatsoever that a more open trading
system would be systematically either beneficial of harmful to the
environment.  Comparing the trade policy changes described it,  the
present  section  with  the  pollution  intensity  estimates  of  the
foregoing section one rather finds a number of unexpected features
but the increase in  the industrial pollution intensity in Mexico
since the Second World War seems to be much more attributable to
government participation in the productive sphere  (petrochemicals
and fertilizers) than to changes in foreign-trade policies.
These conclusions should be considered in light of two important
13  See Wheeler (1991a), pp. 81-8227
limitations of our approach.  The first is that the estimates of
pollution intensity are based upon fixed pollution coefficients by
industry  so  that  only  structural  changes  and  no  within-sector
technology changes are reflected in the figures.  The second  is
that trade liberalization in Mexico is fairly recent so that its
effects  upon  the  environment  may  not  yet  be  reflected  in the
available data.28
4.  ENERGY PRICING AND ENERGY INTENSITY IN MEXICAN INDUSTRY
4.1  Introductory Remarks
In the foregoing section the pollution phenomenon was approached
from  the  point  of  view  of  the  emitting  industry.  I.e.,  the
attention  was  upon  the  pollution  that  is  generated  with  the
Production  of certain products.  The  pollution  caused  by their
consumption was only taken into account in case they were consumed
in  the production process of the manufacturing industry.  Pollution
derived fror intermediate consumption by other than manufacturing
industries or from final uses was not considered.  For example, the
pollution  generated  by  the  process  of  petroleum  refining  was
accounted  for,  but  that  caused  by  the  consumption  of  refined
petroleum  products  in  the  transport  sector  or  by  private
transportation, was not.  Alternatively, the pollution phenomenon
can be approached  from the point  of view  of the consumption  of
environmentally harmful goods, such as agrochemicals or petroleum
fuels.  That is the point of view adopted in the present section.
A similar dichotomy in approach is reflected in pollution control
policies.  I.e. one may approach pollution control either directly
from  the  perspective  of  emissions  or  indirectly  from  the
consumption of products causing pollution.  Policies limiting of
putting a tax on emissions belong to the direct approach, policies29
limiting or taxing the use of environmentally harmful goods to the
indirect approach. 14
The first approach  (i.e. taxing or controlling emissions) induces
cleaner production  technologies.  For  example,  emissions  taxes
levied  on  refineries  induce  cleaner  technologies  in  petroleum
refining but  leaves  the pollution  caused  by the  consumption  of
petroleum fuels unaffected, unless the higher costs resulting from
those taxes are transferred to the prices of the fuels. Moreover,
there  is  the  disadvantage  of  a  cumbersome  and  costly
implementation.  In  fact,  its  implementation  requires  the
measurement of emissions at all emission points which is often not
feasible.
The second approach (i.e.  taxing the goods whose consumption causes
pollution)  induces a  cleaner consumption  product mix but leaves
production  and consumption  technologies unaffected.  I.e.,  fuel
taxes may  lead to  less fuel consumption  but do not necessarily
induce cleaner production  technologies  in petroleum  refining or
cleaner  consumption  technologies,  e.g.  through  catalyzer  use.
However, the second approach has the advantage of a comparatively
easy implementation.  Environmental policies usually combine the
two approaches. 15
14  This distinction is proposed and discussed in Eskeland and
Jimenez (1992)
15 Eskeland (1992)  recommends such a  combination for automotive
emission control in Mexico City.30
In view of the importance of energy consumption for air pollution,
this section reviews Mexico's energy pricing policies during the
seventies and eighties. After presenting some rough estimates bf
the implicit subsidies  involved  in those pricing policies, some
inferences  are  made  about  their  possible  consequences  for  the
energy intensity of Mexican industrial activity.
4.2  Pricina Policies in General
Many developing countries have adopted pricing policies in  order to
expand  the industrial sector, to foster agricultural  development or
to  reach  certain  social  objectives.  Below-market  prices  are
charged and subsidies or cross-subsidies are granted in a range of
goods and services often supplied by the public sector.  Apart from
stimulating some economic activities,  (at the cost of the rest of
the economy), these pricing policies and subsidies may also affect
the  production  technology  of  existing  economic  activities
increasing the use of subsidized  intermediates in the production
process or stimulating the consumption of subsidized products by
other than the target population.  Such an increased intermediate
use or final consumption may be harmful to the environment.  Low-
priced  petroleum  fuels  may  induce  a  fuel-intensive  transport
system,  cheap  fertilizers  may  lead  to  overfertilization  of
agricultural land, and below-cost water supply may lead to wasteful
usage.31
In  Mexico,  the  experience  with  below-market  price  supply  and
(cross) subsidization  has  been pervasive.  As  can be expected,
these policies flourished during the oil boom of the late seventies
and were reversed at times of austerity in public spending or when
more reliance was put on market  forces.  Below-market prices and
(cross-) subsidies could and can still be found in areas such as
petroleum  fuels,  electricity,  fertilizers, water  supply,  waste
disposal, credit etc.
In the following a few out of many possible examples are examined
in somewhat more detail.  In particular, energy pricing policies
from 1970 to 1990 are given  some attention because the adverse
environmental impact  of below-market prices for petroleum fuels and
electricity may have been quite substantial given the size of the
subsidies.
4.3  Energy Pricincr
In  Mexico,  energy  use  is  of  particular  importance  in  the
environmental context as a relatively high percertage  (up  to 85%)
is generated by the burning of hydrocarbons  (petroleum fuels and
natural gas).  The supply of energy is  almost entirely in the hands
of the public sector due to constitutional constraints on private
sector  participation.  Therefore,  pricing  policies  are  mainly
defined  by  the  government  and  were  openly  used  in  the  late
seventies  and  early  eighties  as  an  element  to  speed  up32
industrialization  and  economic  development.  The  governmental
energy  program  of  1980  stated:  "The  policy  of  industrial
development  based  on  the  supply  of  energy  at  prices  below
international levels should continue.  This is an instrument that
a  developing  country  with  abundance  of  hydrocarbons  can
legitimately use in international competition".' 6
Pricing policies for PEMEX supplied  petroleum fuels and natural gas
have  varied  over  time  and  have  been  different  for  different
products.  Generally  speaking, hydrocarbons for intermediate use
such as heavy  fuel oils,  diesel and natural gas have been kept
cheap in comparison with international standards.  Table 5 shows
the relation between domestic prices and international prices or
opportunity  cost.  The  relation deteriorated  especially  in the
period  1976-1981.  Only  since  1986 domestic  prices  have  been
brought more or less in line with international prices partly due
to the sharp decline of international oil prices during that year.
Gasoline pricing policy has been slightly different from that for
other petroleum fuels.  Before the oil boom, gasoline prices were
kept at levels somewhat higher than those in the US:  During the
petroleum-led growth period, i.e. from late 1976 until the end o-
1981,  prices  remained  almost  constant,  which  gave  rise  to
increasing  price  differentials  with  the  international  market,
Since late 1981, however, domestic, gasoline prices were adjusted
16  Secretaria de Patrimonio y Fomento Industrial (1980).33
continuously and reached again levels slightly higher than'  those
prevailing in  the international markets by the end of the eighties.
The relative price of liquid  gas, which is  mainly used for domestic
purposes, declined considerably  during the late seventies and early
eighties.  This decline continued until 1985 and was only reversed
as of 1986.  At present prices are still at a relatively low level
compared to a similar product in the US market, approximately 40%
of the price of propane in the US.
The decrease of the prices of hydrocarbons in  Mexico, relatively to
abroad  as  described  above,  took  place  partly  as  a  result  of
increasing international prices after the 1973 and 1979/1980 oil
price hikes.  However, the domestic prices also decreased in real
terms form the early seventies on to 1982 for natural gas, fuel oil
and diesel, which are the main fuels used for energy generation in
productive activities.  From 1983  onwards, real prices of the fuels
increased considerably. (See tahle 6.)
Products  such  as  gasoline  and  liquid  gas,  however,  showed  a
somewhat  different picture.  The main destination of these products
is final consumption.  Prices of gasoline in real terms were only
significantly  below their  traditional  220-250 pesos/liter  range
(expressed in  1987 constant  prices)  from  1978 to  1982.  Price
policy for liquid gas allowed an almost uninterrupted decline in
real terms form 1975 to 1985.  As liquid gas is mainly used for34
domestic purposes,  social  considerations have been an  important
element in this  policy.  Recent proposals  to use  liquid gas  in
public transport in Mexico City to combat the severe air pollution
problems of the area, will probably lead to a pricing policy that
links the price of liquid gas more closely to that of gasoline.
Pricing  policies for  electricity in  Mexico include both rate levels
implying important subsidies and a rate structure not reflecting
long-run marginal  costs.  Subsidies  from  the public  sector  were
realized both through  subsidized fuel  inputs and through direct
transfers to the public sector electricity company.
Table 7 presents comparisons of electricity rates between Mexico
and the US for alternative uses.  From these comparisons it can be
seen that the erosion of rates that took place in Mexico almost
throughout the whole period, was particularly severe from 1982-87.
4.4. Im2licit Subsidization
Evidently, below-market prices for petroleum fuels and natural gas
implied  heavy  subsidies  to  the  consumers  of  those  products.
Estimates  of  implicit  subsidization,  calculated  as  a  price
differential times domestic sales volumes, are presented in table
8.  It  should  be  noted  that  domestic  sales  include  sales  to
electricity generation.35
Table 8 reveals considerable subsidies reaching a record height of
almost US $11 billion in 1981, i.e. almost  5% of GDP.  Implicit
subsidies remained of importance throughout the eighties, but were
substantially reduced after 1986.  It is interesting to observe
that  the subsidies of table  8 are slightly  lower that the ones
reported by Gil Diaz (1987),  though in the same order of magnitude.
As far as electricity  is concerned, a different methodology was
adopted  to  estimate  the  magnitude  of  the  subsidies.  Although
international rate comparisons can be used to get an idea of their
influence  upon  the  competitive  position  of  local producers  17,
foreign  electricity  rates  may  not  be  considered  to  represent
opportunity costs in Mexico.
Therefore,  implicit  subsidization  was  estimated  by  direct
government transfers and indirect subsidies through fuel inputs.
It should be noted that the first element is imprecise as regards
the time profile of the subsidies - i.e. direct transfers are often
realized  to  cover  losses which  result  from  the  rate  subsidies
granted earlier - and that the second element is  also accounted for
under fuel subsidies.  Thus, totaling  subsidies one should only
take the first element to avoid double counting.
The estimates of electricity subsidies are presented in table  9.
It appears that subsidies were particularly high during the period
17 See for example CONCAMIN (1991).36
1980-1985 not only as a result of the fuel subsidies but also, and
even more so, due to the direct government transfers.
4.5 Energy Intensity of Mexico's Industrial Sector
In  the  following  the  energy  intensiti  of  Mexico's  industrial
sector, the most important source of industrial a-- pollution, is
considered in some detail.  Table 10  presents energy use by Mexican
industry  by type of fuel for the period 1970-1990.  Solid fuels are
not  included.  For  lack  of more  detailed  information  industry
includes mining and construction, not electricity generation.
Table  10 shows  a  continuous  increase of energy  use  during  the
period,  only  interrupted  in  1984 and  1986 due  to the  negative
growth  of  the  industrial  sector  in those  years.  The  compound
annual  qrowth  rate  of  total  energy  use  was  4.8%,  that  of
electricity use 7.0%, of petroleum fuels 5.7% and that of natural
gas  3.6%,  reflecting  relative  shifts  from  natural  gas  to
electricity and petroleum fuels.
The evolution of energy  intensity - i.e.  energy use over gross
output at constant prices - is presented in  table 11.  Total energy
intensity shows heavy fluctuations over time with peaks in 1978 and
1983, the latter one caused by a significant decline in industrial
output  with energy use still growing.  Over the whole period, total
energy intensity increases by 5.7% from 287.5 Tcalories per billion37
pesos of output at 1970 prices to 303.8 in 1990.  This growth  in
energy  ir.tensity  is in strong  contrast  to Bacon's  finding that
manufacturing  industries  in OECD countries  reduced their  energy
intensity by 38 percent.1 8
Considering the intensity in the use of different types of energy
separately,  one  observes  a  somewhat  different  picture.
Particularly the  enormous substitution  of natural  gas by other
sources of energy since 1983 is notorious.  As a consequence, the
increase in the intensity of petroleum fuels and electricity (24.5
and 59.1% respectively) is  much more pronounced than that of energy
as a whole.  From an air pollution perspective, natural gas is most
likely the least polluting fuel, per calory consumed.
In order to see to what extent energy intensity is influenced by
energy  prices,  an  attempt was  made  to  establish  a  correlation
between the intensity rates presented in table 11 and the domestic
prices of petroleum fuels and natural gas of table 6.  However, the
exercise turned out relatively unsuccessful.  Experimenting with
different lags did not improve the picture.  Thus, the changes in
the  energy  intensity  of  Mexican  industry  appear  to  be  poorly
correlated to changes in energy prices.
Finally,  an  attempt  was  made  to  decompose  the  increase  in
petroleum-fuel  and  electricity  intensity  in  a  part  due  to
18 See Bacon  (1992)38
intersectoral changes in  the production structure and a part due to
intra-sectoral  changes  in energy  intensity.  Following  Sterner
(1985), these parts are called the structural and technological
components.
Table 12 presents an approximation of the structural component of
change.  Calculations were performed with fixed 1970 input-output
coefficients  for  petroleum  fuels  (sector  33)  and  electricity
(sector 61) combined with gross  output  growth  at constant  1970
prices  per  industrial sector.  The  input-coefficient  for basic
petrochemicals was corrected for fuel inputs for nonenergetic use.
This was of some importance because of the explosive growth of the
petrochemical sector as compared to the growth of the industrial
sector as a whole.
The figures reported in the table represented the amount in 1970
pesos spent on petroleum fuels and electricity per 1000 1970 pesos
of  gross industrial output under the assumption of fixed 1970 input
coefficients.  That  is to  say,  the  time  path  of  the  figures
reflects the extent  to which the petroleum-fuel and electricity
intensity of industry would have changed as a result of structural
changes  in the composition  of the production  basket.  I.e.,  it
stands for the structural component of energy intensity change.
The table demonstrates that petroleum-fuels intensity (at  least its
structural  component)  was  fairly  constant  over  the  considered39
period.  There is only a 1% increase from 1970 to 1990 as compared
to a  24%  increase  in total  petroleum-fuel  intensitv.  Although
there are important meti'odological  differences in the  way these two
figures  are obtained, it seems to be justified to conclude that the
change of petroleum-fuel  intensity of Mexican industry is almost
completely attributable  to  increases  in energy  use per unit  of
output within  the  sectors.  On one hand, these  findings are  in
agreement with those of Sterner (1985) in spite of the difference
in the  considered  periods.  Casler  (1992), on  the  other  hand,
reports important contributions from the structural component to
industrial energy demand in the US.
Similarly,  table  12 shows  a  structural  increase in electricity
intensity of Mexican industry of 12% from 1970 to 1990 as compared
to a total increase of 59%.  Thus, again, most of the increase in
energy intensity must be due to increases in energy use per unit of
output within each subsector.  Also here, the residual (or  within
sector) effect by far outweighs the effect of structural change.
Generally  speaking,  the  conclusion  seems  justified  that  the
resistance for  economies to adjust structurally is  much higher that
to adjust technologically.  This characteristic was also found by
Moss  et  al.  (1992) for  Chile  and  Colombia.  In that  study  the
predominance of changes in fuel use intensities was found within
sectors and, even, within firms.  This finding  underlines once more
the limitations of the approach adopted in section 2  where only the40
structural component of pollution intensity change was considered.
However, it also alerts us to the possibility that each subsector
has become more polluting during the period, rather than less.
4.6  EnerQy  Intensity  of  Mexican  Industry  in  an  International
Perspective
Although the changes in energy intensity of  Mexican industry  appear
to be poorly correlated with real price changes of energy inputs,
one may still defend the position that the fact that mexican energy
intensity increased while, at the international scene, there was a
pervasive  trend  towards  energy  saving  is determined  by the low
pricing practices for energy goods in  Mexico in  comparison with the
international markets.
To test this hypothesis an index of industrial energy intensity was
constructed for petroleum fuels, natural gas and electricity  for
the OECD countries.  The necessary information was collected from
the OECD energy balances and indicators of industrial production.
These  OECD  indexes were  compared with  similar  energy  intensity
indexes for Mexico derived form the information contained in table
11.  The results are brought together in table 13.
From the table it  appears that, although Mexico's industrial energy
intensity  grew  by  only  5.7%  over  the  period  1970-1990,  in
comparison with industrial energy intensity of the OECD countries41
its relative increase was 63.3%.  See also Bacon  (1992).  Similar
findings  hold  for  the  individual  intensities  of  the  different
sources of  energy.  Only  for  natural gas  is Mexico's  intensity
reduction almost equal to that of the OECD countries.
Attempting to establish a simple translog least-square correlation
between  the comparative energy-intensity indexes  Mexico-OECD as the
dependant variable and the corresponding relative prices of table
5  as  the  independent  variable,  one  arrives  at  the  following
results:
i)  For lack of information on relative prices for fuel oil during
the  seventies  - fuel  oil  is  by  far  the  most  important
industrial petroleum fuel -,  no results can be reported for
petroleum fuels.  However, a close look at the behavior of the
comparative  index and relative prices, as far as available,
suggests that the correlation must be poor due to high values
of the comparative index for years around 1976 and towards the
end of the eighties without explanation  in the form of low
relative prices during those years or the years before.
ii)  For natural gas the correlation performed best with a lag of
four years  leading to a highly  significant  (T value  of 7)
negative  elasticity  equal  to  -.286.  That  is  to  say,  one
percent increase in the relative price of natural gas leads to
a decrease of .286 percent in the comparative fuel intensity
four years later.42
iii) Likewise, for electricity the correlation performed best with
a lag of four years.  Again, a highly significant (T-value  of
almost  8) negative elasticity was  found of -.485,  implying
that  a  one  percent  increase  in  the  relative  price  of
electricity  leads to almost half a percent decrease in the
comparative electricity intensity four years later.
Altogether,  the  comparative  energy  intensity  of the  industrial
sector  in Mexico  appears  to  be  rather  firmly  correlated  with
relative fuels prices  in spite of the fact that the correlation
between "absolute" energy intensity and real energy prices is  poor.
A  possible  explanation  is  that  standardized  energy-saving
technologies were imported in Mexico even when real prices did not
stimulate such technologies.  Such a process might have interfered
with the expected relation between "absolute" energy intensities
and real prices, but not with the relation between relative energy
intensities  and  relative prices.  However,  to come  to  a  fully
satisfactory explanation further analysis would be necessary.44
explained by the growth of public sector investments from 1978 to
1982 in ttie  petrochemical and fertilizer industries.
It  should be borne  in mind that the pollution  intensity figures
presented in this paper are derived from US emission data for 1987
using fixed pollution coefficients by subsector.  Thus, changes in
the  estimates  of  total  industrial  pollution  intensity  are
completely  produced  by  structural  shifts  in the  composition of
manufacturing output.  Changes in  production technologies and other
changes within subsectors that lead  to differences in  emissions per
unit  of output,  ir time  or between  the  US  and  Mexico  are  not
considered.  Therefore,  neither  the  possibility  of  technology
choice nor the influence of  economic policies, e.g. trade  policies,
on this choice were taken into account in the estimates.
With  that  in mind,  and  in  view  of  the  fact  that  fuel  use  by
subsector could give us an indication of emission-relevant changes
within subsectors not captured in our estimates, a brief analysis
of the energy intensity of Mexican industry in relation to energy
pricing policies between 1970 and 1990 was performed.  It  was found
that energy pricing policies led to annual implicit subsidies for
energy products  (i.e. petroleum  fuels, gas  and  electricity) of
between US $8 and 13 billion, or 4 to 7% of GDP, from 1980 to 1985.
Energy intensity of Mexican industry increased by 5.7% from 1970 to
1990 while industrial energy intensity in OECD countries decreased43
5.  CONCLUSIONS
Industrial  development over the past forty years in  Mexico has been
remarkable.  Industrial production increased by a factor 10 between
1950 and 1989.  During same period, industrial policies underwent
dramatic changes.  From an inward-looking strategy of progressive
import substitution, through a  period of public-sector-led growth,
policies were changed to a  more market-oriented and outward-looking
strategy.
The impact of industrial development on the environment has been
substantial.  Our estimates suggest that the environment did not
only deteriorate as a result of the growth of manufacturing output
but also due to a considerable shift towards the more polluting
subsectors leading to an increase in the pollution intensity, i.e.
the amount of emissions per unit of manufacturing output.
Between 1950 and 1970 the pollution intensity of the manufacturing
industry calculated with fixed emission coefficients increased by
50%.  The growing participation of the production of intermediates
in total manufacturing output is the main cause of this increase.
Industrial  pollution  intensity,  according  to  our  estimates,
increased by another 25% from 1970 to 1989, particularly  in the
second half of this period.  This  increase is almost completely45
by 35.3% over  the  same period.  The  increase in Mexican energy
intensity is  the result of a 24.5% increase of the intensity in  the
use of petroleum fuels, a 59.2% increase in that of electricity and
a 15.4% decrease in that of natural gas.
The increase in  petroleum-fuel and electricity intensity appears to
be  almost  exclusively  attributable  to  technological  and  other
changes  within  subsectors,  not  to  structural  shifts  in  the
production basket towards more energy intensive sectors.
An  attempt  to  establish  a  correlation  between  Mexican  energy
intensity and real domestic energy prices turned out unsuccessful,
but  a  similar  exercise  establishing  a  correlation  between  the
differential in energy intensity  between  Mexico and  OECD countries,
on one hand, and energy price differentials, on the other, led to
a  highly  significant  negative  correlation  between  these  two
variables for both natural gas and electricity.  The results for
petroleum fuels were inconclusive.
From these results  it seems justified to conclude that the fact
that Mexican  industry did  not follow the trends  towards  energy
saving adopted by the OECD countries after the oil price shocks of
1973 and  1979,  is for a  good deal  attributable to governmental
energy  pricing  practices  keeping  energy  prices  far  below
international standards in the late seventies and early eighties.46
The reduction of implicit subsidies to energy as of 1986, partly
derived from lower international energy prices but also due to a
change in  domestic energy pricing policies, such as to bring prices
in line  with international prices or opportunity costs,  and leading
to increased prices in real terms, are expected to induce a lower
increase of  energy  demand  during  a  period  of  renewed  economic
growth.
Last but not least, the notable increase in pollution intensity of
the  Mexican  manufacturing  industry  which  characterizes  its
industrial development  since  the Second  World  War  can, at this
level  of  analysis,  hardly  be  attributed  to  the  foreign-trade
policies which, until very recently, were strongly biased in favor
of the less polluting consumer good industries.  They rather seem
to be due to structural changes of a more or less autonomous nature
- such  as the  increasing  importance  of  intermediates  -,  to public
investment in  heavily polluting activities - particularly petro and
agrochemicals - and, also, to a considerable extent, to low pricing
policies for pub2i.cly  provided petroleum fuels and electricity.47
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SECTOR  1970  1971  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976  197  1978  1979  1980  1081  1982  1083  1064  1086  1086  1087  1088  1980
340  I  Basic  Petrochemicals  4.3  4.6  4.9  4.9  5.8  6.1  6.3  5.9  6.2  6B5  6.7  7.3  8.2  10.5  9.9  9.8  11.6  12.7  13.2  14.6 360  1  Fertilizers  10.2  10.4  11.2  10.8  10.5  10.5  10.9  11.0  9.4  9.3  9.3  10.3  13.8  12.5  12.8  133  12.9  14.1  13.2  13.4
371  I  Synthetic  Fibers  3.6  4.2  4.7  5.4  5.4  5.9  5.9  6.3  6.1  6.1  5.9  5.5  5.1  5.  .6  5.6  5.5.5  5.8  6.0  5.6 461  1  Iton & Steel Products  5.6  5.2  5.2  5.3  5.5  5.4  5.0  5.0  5.5  5.5  5.3  5.0  4.4  4.4  4.6  4.4  4.4  4.3  4.4  4.2
330  I  Petroleum  Refining  4.5  4.5  4.3  4.3  4.3  4.3  4.4  4.4  4.4  4.6  4.8  4.8  4.6  4.6  4.6  4.5  4.6  4.4  4.3  4.1
370  I  Synthetic  Resins  1.8  1.9  2.0  1.0  2.0  2.0  2.2  2.1  2.3  2.6  2.9  2.9  3.0  3.5  3.9  4.0  4.1  4.4  4.4  4.1
352  1  Basic  Chemicals  3.4  3.2  3.0  3.0  3.1  2.8  2.9  3.1  3.0  2.7  2.7  2.8  3.2  4.0  4.0  3.9  4.1  4.1  4.2  4.0
420  I  Plastic Materials  3.0  2.9  3.1  3.0  2.9  2.9  3.1  3.2  3.3  3.3  3.7  4.0  3.5  3.5  3.6  3.7  3.7  3.6  3.7  3.8
310  I  Wood Pulp  2.7  2.5  2.4  2.4  2.6  2.3  2.5  2.5  2.6  2.5  2.6  2.5  2.6  2.6  2.7  2.8  2.9  2.8  2.8  2.7
460  1  Iron  & Stee Milling  3.6  3.3  3.4  3.3  3.4  3.3  3.2  3.5  3.9  3.7  3.5  3.4  3.1  3.0  3.1  2.9  2.9  2.8  2.8  2.7
400  1  Inseticides  3.6  5.1  5.0  6.7  3.5  4.2  3.7  3.7  3.6  3.7  3.3  3.5  3.0  .1  3.0  3.2  2.9  2.5  2.3  2.5
380  C  Pharmaceutical  Products  2.4  2.6  2.7  2.8  2.8  3.0  3.0  3.0  2.8  2.8  2.7  2.7  2.7  2.0  2.7  2.6  2.5  22  2.3  2.4
312  1  Paperboard  Packaging  Mate  s  3.1  2.7  2.7  2.0  3.1  2.8  3.0  2.8  2.8  2.0  3.1  2.8  2.7  2.7  2.6  2.5  2.4  2.3  2.3  2.3.
350  I  Pigments&  Paints  1.9  1.9  2.0  2.1  2.3  2.0  2.3  2.8  2.8  2.7  2.6  2.3  2.1  2.1  2.  2.1  2.1  2.0  2.1  2.1
243  I  Solt Fiber Textiles  3.1  3.5  3.4  3.1  3.0  3.0  3.0  3.0  2.9  2.9  2.7  2.6  2.4  2.4  2.2  2.  2.2  2.0  2.0  1.0
321  C  Printing  2.1  2.0  1.9  1.8  1.8  1.8  2.0  2.0  1.9  1.0  2.1  2.0  1.0  1.8  IS  1.7  1.7  1.7  1.8  1.7
351  1  Industral Gases  1.5  1.8  1.8  1.9  1.9  2.0  2.1  2.1  2.1  22  2.3  2.2  22  2.0  2.0  2.1  1.0  1.7  1.7  1.6
470  I  Copper Milling  1.3  1.2  1.2  1.2  1.3  1.2  1.2  1.1  1.1  1.2  1.1  12  1.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  0.9  1.2  1.2  12
300  C  Wooden  Furiture  1.7  1.5  1.5  1.4  1.5  1.5  1.5  1.6  1.6  1.6  1.7  1.6  IA  1.3  12  1.2  1.2  1.1  1.1  1.0
320  C  Publishing  2.0  1.9  1.7  1.5  1.3  1.5  1.5  1.3  12  1.2  1.3  1.3  1.3  1.0  1.0  1.2  1.1  1.0  1.0  1.0
All Other Sectors  33.6  32.5  31  30.3  30.8  30.3  29.3  28.6  29.3  20.4  20.1  28.3  26.7  24.6  24.6  24.5  23.2  22.2  222  21.0
Total  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0
Total Intensity  7.1  7.3  7.6  7.7  7.5  7.5  7.7  7.8  7.7  7.7  7.7  7.8  8.2  8.0  8.6  8.6  8.8  92  9.0  9.1
'I  Own  calculations.
cW54
Year  number  of tariff positions  import  value^l
total  controlled  %  controlled  free
1946  na^^/  0  0%  0%  100%
1947  na  na  na  18%  82%
1951  release  of controls
1954 reimpositon and  extension  of controls
1956  4,129  1,376  33%  28%  72%
1957  na  na  na  35%  65%
1958  na  na  na  42%  58%
1959  na  na  na  43%  57%
1960  na  na  na  38%  62%
1961  na  na  na  54%  46%
1962  5,204  2,313  44%  53%  47%
1963  na  na  na  63%  37%
1964  na  na  na  65%  35%
1965  na  na  na  60%  40%
1966  11,000  6,600  60%  62%  38%
1967  na  na  na  65%  35%
1968  na  na  na  64%  36%
1969  na  na  na  65%  35%
1970  12,900  8,400  65%  68%  32%
1971  na  na  na  68%  32%
1972  na  na  na  66%  34%
1973  16.000  12,800  80%  70%  30%
1974  na  na  na  82%  18%
1975  na  na  na  68%  32%
1976  na  na  na  91%  9%
1977  7,340  5,684  77%  67%  33%
1978  7,453  3,239  43%  64%  36%
1979  7,587  2,359  31%  60%  40%
1980  7,776  1,866  24%  76%  24%
1981  7,877  2,083  26%  83%  17%
1982  8,017  8,017  100%  100%  0%
1983  8,032  8,032  100%  100%  0%
1984  8,063  5,219  65%  83%  17%
1985  8,106  842  10%  33%  76%
1986  8,239  651  8%  28%  72%
1987  8,458  342  4%  26%  74%
1988  11,979  347  3%  21%  79%
1989  11,872  332  3%  17%  83%
1990  11,839  233  2%  13%  87%
/ Import  value  weights  may  not fit the year  of the license  regime.
*  I Not available
Sources:  Timothy  lKng (1970), Bela Balassa  (1983), SECOF! direct consultation.55
. . ~~~~~~~~ImponrusSn.-..>Ptrlu  CS  an  ......................... :
Stage  1  o.Stago2.iS.....Sae  -le-Grwt  SaleiroUat  Sbikon<.:
1950-60  1890:.  1970-76  1  976-81  1981-89
Agriculture  5.0  4.3  3.2  3.9  -0.2
Mining  4.3  4.9  5.9  14.9  1.3
Manufacturing  6.6  8.6  6.4  9.3  1.3
Intermediates  7.1  9.1  6.9  10.3  2.1
Consumption  5.9  7.8  5.0  6.7  1.1
Capital  Goods  11.4  12.2  7.9  8.4  -1.7
Construction  7.3  8.3  6.8  9.9  -4.1
Electricity  11.5  11.9  10.2  8.6  3.6
Services  5.5  6.7  6.9  7.5  0.8
Total  5.9  7.2  6.3  7.5  0.8
Petroleum  7.8  7.0  7.6  15.4  1.0
Exploitation  na  na  8.4  22.6  -0.8
Refining  na  na  7.3  9.8  1.0
Pollution  intensive  sectors
Agrochemicals  27.0  11.0  8.5  6.6  4.4
Petrochemicals  - 42.7  14.7  11.1  12.3
Basic  Chemicals  14.8  12.6  8.8  8.4  4.5
Synthetic  Fibers/
Resins  13.3  18.1  15.1  8.9  4.7
Basic  metals  12.0  9.7  6.1  8.0  0.8
Source:  Annexes  1 and  2.56
Natural gas*/  Fuel oil**1  .-. Dlesel^^/  -Liquid  Gas*/  Gasollne  >.>
1970  0.798  n.a  n.a  n.a.  0.868
1971  0.720  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  0.851
1972  0.762  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  0.858
1973  0.682  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  1.118
1974  0.656  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  0.815
1975  0.457  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  1.147
1976  0.286  n.a.  0.374  1.03  0.892
1977  0.234  n.a.  0.301  0.62  0.771
1978  0.204  n.a.  0.302  0.64  0.760
1979  0.188  0.110  0.288  0.60  0.554
1980  0.198  0.118  0.163  0.44  0.396
1981  0.195  0.148  0.180  0.46  0.348
1982  0.161  0.117  0.305  0.35  0.573
1983  0.246  0.144  0.571  0.21  0.673
1984  0.438  0.247  0.710  0.20  0.759
1985  0.548  0.333  0.738  0.17  0.769
1986  0.652  0.661  1.419  0.30  0.781
1987  0.701  0.434  1.175  0.33  0.716
1988  0.822  0.754  1.711  0.41  0.957
' Domestic  price related  to price of similar  product  in the US.
*^1  Domestic  price  related  to mexican  t.o.b.  export  price
Source:  CFE  (1990)..'E'',~~~~~~  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  ....  ... ,,,g.  .....
I  TABLE::DOMESI  PRCSPTOLU  ULND  NATURAL,GAS~
Natural  gas  Fuel  oil  Diesel  Uquid  gas  Gasoline  (leaded)
$1M3  SLt  SILt  SiLt  SILt
1970  25.81  25.17  68.82  98.84  215.08
1971  24.44  23.84  65.18  93.70  203.70
1972  26.84  22.44  61.35  88.19  191.72
1973  23.73  19.84  54.23  77.96  237.27
1974  24.84  27.60  69.01  151.81  193.22
1975  21.48  23.87  59.68  133.67  250.64
1976  17.99  19.99  49.96  121.91  209.85
1977  19.88  19.88  49.71  98.66  214.14
1978  17.05  17.05  42.63  84.61  183.65
1979  15.27  15.45  54.53  70.34  152.68
1980  16.10  16.12  42.37  54.66  118.64
1981  16.31  16.39  33.28  56.25  96.19
1982  19.63  14.98  72.12  52.27  174.15
1983  43.32  26.29  148.69  51.70  259.79
1984  67.06  43.50  159.62  42.93  247.04
1985  78.17  46.69  162.38  36.01  246.35
1986  101.99  60.76  225.20  86.45  257.07
1987  85.33  52.22  205.36  83.19  228.72
1988  89.91  55.02  218.62  88.12  242.21
Calculated  with  GDP  implicit  price  deflators
Source:  CFE  (1990).TABLE  7. COMPARISON  O  ELE0WICITV  RATES  BETWEEN  MEXICO  AN'
Commercial  Industrial  Public  light  Domestic  Agricultuta
1970  1.843  1.707  0.384  1.790  1.175
1971  1.749  1.576  0.367  1.715  1.159
1972  1.665  1.479  0.350  1.638  1.004
1973  1.649  1.443  0.337  1.628  0.981
1974  1.596  1.307  0.316  1.648  0.716
1975  1.552  1.161  0.325  1.501  0.505
1976  1.410  1.078  0.356  1.251  0.386
1977  1.080  0.987  0.610  0.977  0.441
1978  1.013  0.897  0.570  0.920  0.374
1979  1.094  0.934  0.526  0.975  0.305
1980  1.190  1.052  0.503  1.008  0.227
1981  1.184  1.003  0.424  1.007  0.189
1982  0.786  0.650  0.238  0.650  0.101
1983  0.636  0.613  0.260  0.513  0.070
1984  0.772  0.690  0.309  0.566  0.132
1985  0.784  0.679  0.307  0.521  0.144
1986  0.644  0.529  0.258  0.398  0.105
1987  0.647  0.541  0.257  0.318  0.098
1988  0.838  0.707  0.339  0.376  0.169
Importance  8.7%  55.9%  5.3%  20.1%  7.8%
in domestic
sales  1988
Source:  CFE  (1991).'0M  4  .....  ........  .... ~.
Natural  gas  Fuel  Oil  Diesel  Liquid  gas  Gasoline  Total
1970  na  na  na  na  199.3  na
1975  191.6  na  na  na  -206.5  na
1976  na  na  na  na  na  na
1977  na  na  na  na  na  na
1978  551.3  na  7.18.7  140.7  588.7  na
1979  805.3  1.300.4  1,280.4  191.3  1,655.9  5,233.3
1980  1,048.3  1,762.6  2,796."  423.9  3,520.8  9,551.8
1981  1,331.2  1,682.9  2,508.4  541.9  4,742.3  10,806.7
1982  1,720.2  1,827.1  2,208.5  782.8  2,971.3  9,509.9
1983  1,649.4  2,070.2  966.2  1,222.9  1,921.5  7,830.2
1984  1,210.6  2,195.6  687.8  1,541.0  1,447.2  7,082.2
1985  926.2  1,701.3  607.8  1,650.4  1,370.5  6,256.2
1986  550.2  482.2  -487.2  1,434.1  1,033.2  2,962.2
1987  410.8  1,137.8  -243.8  1,280,7  1,432.7  4,018.2
1988  302.0  36.1  -869.1  1,177.8  311.0  1,288.8
1  Calculated  as price  differentials  times  domestic  sales  volumes.
Source:  Calculations  on  basis  of CFE  (1990),  SEMIP  (1991).
cn60
1TABLE  9M- P 
Direct  transfers  Fuel  subsidies  Total
1979  666.5  1,053.1  1,719.6
1980  1,912.8  1,604.0  3,516.8
1981  2,537.3  1,539.3  4,076.6
1982  2,792.4  1,671.0  4,463.4
1983  2,553.1  1,676.9  4,230.0
1984  2,105.2  1,641.2  3,746.4
1985  2,144.4  1,209.9  3,354.3
1986  1,095.3  401.8  1,497.1
1387  908.6  815.1  1,723.7
1988  517.7  302.8  820.5
Source:  Own  calculations  based  on  CFE  (1990),  SEMIP  (1991).61
0.iXl:W  E  N  FEa  Y,
YEAR  PEtRlPOLEUM  FUELS  NATURAL..  ELECTRI  --  ---
DIESEL  FUEL  OIL  O1THER  TOTAL  GAS  CITY  .-  .
1970  5,495  23,819  2,614  31,928  59,004  11,938  102,870
1971  5,599  23,591  2,601  31,791  61,607  12,878  106,276
1972  6,212  27,898  2,729  36,839  64,785  14,358  115,982
1973  6,690  25,596  2,817  35,103  72,540  15,560  123,203
1974  7,258  35,164  2,889  45,311  73,210  16,262  134,783
1975  7,543  43,886  3,306  54,735  75,551  17,541  147,827
1976  7,862  53,393  3,430  64,685  75,811  19,313  159,809
1977  8,133  46,720  3,537  58,390  79,368  20,932  158,690
1978  8,804  53,310  3,682  65,796  95,131  22,837  183,764
1979  9,610  49,794  3,761  63,165  110,578  24,882  198,625
1980  10,494  45,856  4,074  60,424  119,355  25,976  205,755
1981  11,237  50,565  4,359  66,161  135,030  28,426  229,617
1982  9,155  49,202  4,515  62,872  150,373  29,769  243,014
1983  8,202  50,460  4,903  63,565  161,264  30,632  255,461
1984  13,151  52,376  4,668  70,195  138,187  33,386  241,768
1985  13,500  62,813  4,680  80,993  138,228  35,342  254,563
1986  10,728  60,270  4,858  75,856  116,304  36,323  228,483
1987  9,816  69,359  4,249  83,424  123,267  39,198  245,889
1988  9,700  63,235  4,147  77,082  117,909  41,477  236,468
1989  10,117  72,001  4,407  86,525  108,648  44,580  239,753
1990  10,801  79,326  5,978  96,105  120,704  45,929  262,738
=1  Solid  fuels  are not  included. Industry  includes  mining  and  construction.
Energy  use  by the basic  petrochemical  sector  is included,  but natural  gas and
petroleum  fuels  used  for transformation  are not. To  avoid  double  counting,
electricity  generation  is not included.
Source:  SEMIP,  Balance  Nacional  de Energia:  1965-1985  and 1990.62
YEAR  PETROLEUM  FUELS  NATURAL  ELECTRI-  TOTAL
DIESEL  FUEL  OIL  OTHER  TOTAL  GAS:  CITY
1970  15.36  66.57  7.31  89.23  164.91  33.37  287.51
1971  15.24  64.21  7.08  86.53  167.68  35.05  289.27
1972  15.45  69.40  6.79  91.64  161.16  35.72  288.51
1973  15.29  58.49  6.44  80.22  165.77  35.56  281.54
1974  15.34  74.33  6.11  95.77  154.75  34.37  284.89
1975  15.19  88.39  6.66  110.24  152.17  35.33  297.74
1976  15.13  102.74  6.60  124.47  145.87  37.16  307.50
1977  15.17  87.16  6.60  108.94  148.07  39.05  296.06
1978  14.88  90.10  6.22  111.20  160.78  38.60  310.57
1979  14.63  75.80  5.73  96.16  168.33  37.88  302.37
1980  14.58  63.71  5.66  83.95  165.82  36.09  285.85
1981  14.33  64.47  5.56  84.36  172.17  36.24  292.77
1982  11.89  63.88  5.86  81.63  195.24  38.65  315.52
1983  11.57  71.17  6.92  89.65  227.45  43.20  360.31
1984  17.74  70.66  6.30  94.70  186.44  45.04  326.18
1985  17.44  81.16  6.05  104.66  178.61  45.67  328.94
1986  14.69  82.54  6.65  103.88  159.28  49.74  312.90
1987  12.99  91.78  5.62  110.39  163.12  51.87  325.38
1988  12.54  81.73  5.36  99.63  152.40  53.61  305.63
1989  12.36  88.00  5.39  105.75  132.79  54.49  293.02
1990  12.49  91.72  6.91  111.12  139.56  53.10  303.78
I/ Solid  fuels  are not included. industry  includes  mining  and  construction.
To avoid  double  counting,  electricity  generation  is not  included.
Source:  Table 10  and  annex  2.63
YEAR  PETROLEUM  ELECTRICITY
FUELS: 
1970  10.05  8.08
1971  9.99  8.08
1972  9.91  8.13
1973  9.94  8.07
1974  9.86  8.18
1975  9.96  8.11
1976  10.07  8.19
1977  10.09  8.31
1978  10.09  8.36
1979  10.16  8.35
1980  10.32  8.39
1981  10.41  8.34
1982  10.50  8.52
1983  10.50  8.79
1984  10.48  8.84
1985  10.41  8.83
1986  10.51  8.92
1987  10.54  9.12
1988  10.32  9.12
1989  10.15  9.03
^1 Calculated with fixed 1970 input-output coefficients.TABLE  13.:  INDUSTAJIALX~EG INE
YEAR  PETROLEUM  FUELS  NATURAL  GAS  ELECTRICITY  TOTAL
OECD  MEX  MEXIOECD  OECD  MEX  MEX)OECD  OECD  MEX  MEXJOECD  OECD  MEX  MEXJOECD
1970  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0
1971  97.6  97.0  99.4  103.4  101.7  98.4  101.0  105.1  104.0  99.9  100.6  100.7
1972  96.7  102.7  106.2  101.1  97.7  96.7  101.3  107.0  105.7  98.8  100.3  101.6
1973  99.9  89.9  89.9  106.0  100.5  94.8  105.6  106.6  100.9  102.8  97.9  95.3
1974  95.5  107.3  112.3  105.0  93.8  89.4  107.0  103.0  96.3  100.4  99.1  98.7
1975  91.3  123.5  135.3  100.0  92.3  92.3  112.4  105.9  94.2  97.7  103.6  106.0
1976  90.2  139.5  154.7  94.8  88.5  93.3  110..  111.4  100.8  95.2  107.0  112.4
1977  92.2  122.1  132.5  93.2  89.8  96.4  110.0  117.0  106.4  95.7  103.0  107.6
1978  85.6  124.6  145.5  90.1  97.5  108.2  110.6  115.7  104.6  91.4  108.0  118.1
1979  89.0  107.8  121.1  88.7  102.1  115.0  109.4  113.5  103.7  92.6  105.2  113.6
1980  78.7  94.1  119.5  92.4  100.6  108.8  107.5  108.2  100.6  88.0  99.4  113.0
1981  70.0  94.5  135.1  92.0  104.4  113.5  107.3  108.6  101.2  83.2  101.8  122.4
1982  67.5  91.5  135.6  82.1  118.4  144.3  105.3  115.8  110.1  78.6  109.7  139.7
1983  59.6  100.5  168.6  77.0  137.9  179.2  103.7  129.5  124.9  72.6  125.3  172.5
1984  56.7  106.1  187.1  80.1  113.1  141.1  105.5  135.0  128.0  72.4  113.5  156.7
1985  52.8  117.3  222.1  75.6  108.3  143.2  104.2  136.9  131.4  68.8  114A  166.3
1986  52.5  116.4  221.5  71.1  96.6  135.8  101.6  149.1  146.8  66.8  108.8  162.9
1987  51.5  123.7  240.2  74.2  98.9  133.4  103.0  155.5  151.0  67.4  113.2  167.8
1988  48.9  111.6  228.4  74.6  92.4  123.9  102.1  160.7  157.4  66.0  106.3  161.0
1989  46.6  118.5  254.2  76.8  80.5  104.8  102.3  163.3  159.7  65.5  101.9  155.5
1990  44.1  124.5  282.3  78.6  84.6  107.7  102.0  159.2  156.0  64.7  105.7  163.3
Sources:  OECD,  Energy  Balances  and  Indicators  of Industrial  Production,  various  Issues;  table 11.65
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093  Arcga  y  Caoun 
240.7  259.5  20&3  341.8  319.4  34&6  303A  309A  421.2  463.2  489.6  626A  66&7  49LO  OV.1  6111.6  W&?  00.0  *ml  N&O
004  am" 
49.6  $0.2  $4.1  64.6  M6  IZLI  00.0  120.3  119.2  114.0  161.3  167.4  161.1  176A  11811.1  169.7  174.6  1191.0  168.2  212.9
10  Otto$  mirmnIss  No  Mouncof 
1631.1  16W.7  0301.1  U18.4  2119.0  2014.9  20n.7  1859.7  1770.0  IU&3  1676.6  1916,0  ION.0  1601.1  ITUA  U1141.9  180&1  2W&I  20313  1877.6
loo  Fbooft 
39Z3  47&6  418.2  43&6  449LO  430.6  369.7  204.0  354.8  30.7  387.4  370.9  26"  22LS  261A  279A  W"  290A  303  312A
101  Azuft  I  Once  Minwake  No  Met&  491.2  77&3  O&I  976A  1348A  OW3  1244.11  1100.9  1001.4  113ar  1124.7  1130.2  103L2  OOL4  1076A  122B.2  117&1  1=8  I3D9.I  111OZIS
102  Sd 
247.4  286.2  290.3  30&6  326.8  2aL2  VIA  256.2  32LI  380.6  30&8  404.1  302A  OSLY  40-LI  414V  400.9  4021-8  421.6  404.1
11  CarnesyLactece 
V449.0  2WW9  30678.2  21  .9  33081.9  36640.6  3WO.9  37934.6  3UNA  39471.7  40377.5  4201111.4  4  6  4664LO  40717.6  47443.6  4OR4.1  4002  4UM9  4WW.3
IIOCwnes 
2DOZ7  214V.1  2200&I  23674.0  241716  2SU&7  2UM7  20W.2  20010  27166A  ~  .2  29073.8  3150&7  WMA  33DOLI  3112W.T  3"MY  330GLI  82MZO  31919.1
1 1 1 LOC114. CnM*  MSn%Qulk  y  Ques,  SUZI  7WI.4  8=0  4"7.6  947L2  905S.?  1017&3  10903.7  111644.11  11749.0  1100.0  12410.2  1300.6  121146A  OU"  IMIZO  13579.2  12941.6  =87.3  13rA.9
112  ONM  Producke  LACNM 
26&4  288.8  313.4  3MO  330.3  38&6  419.7  440.0  48&8  WA  4119.0  MZG  610.6  661.0  IN2  ON.7  4344  3811.9  36&7  3MO
12  'Impersolon  de  Fnam  y  t*rAnbre  23MA  2103.2  2406.4  n07.0  2n4.t  3one  312L7  3210.7  3200.3  302"  3904.4  3649.4  4330.4  4127.8  361117A  43W  48MI  GOM  4MZI  5"11.6
120  Fnan  W tripwiftes,  Emmu"  I  9  ims  1574.0  183L4  21022  2230.2  220.9  2220.7  2261.8  2MG.?  21147A  21174.11  24MI  3101.1  2W.2  2787.8  3121.0  33541.9  30WO  3"8.9  42OU
121  BWm  I  Condwmwe 
66Z3  019.8  GO.S  704.6  762.3  aN.2  900.2  sm.6  *"A  1078A  1030.1  1104.3  12114.6  12M3  113ZI  12r"  130IL2  131&6  1317.5  1661.3
13  mawwa  do  Tdoo 
tO283.0  10648.0,  11740.9  1204.6  131982  14009.0  1419CL7  j"SI.I  14W&S  l6rj3.2  leggy.6  17MI  ISMY  SSYG&O  JqW.7  UW.2  JIMI  18102  1"7&3  19107.3
1311 "Wine  de  Tdgo 
2ft&I  3078.1  327L?  3417.8  340.4  3YO.3  3018.0  3732.1  3651.8  418&0  4617.0  Oft.0  626&2  62YLS  "UA  GWA  40RA  4MG  5307.4  54M3
131  Pm  V Oave  Pmductm  de  hwba  7479.9  7"11.6  640.2  92,45,2  MIA  10247.6  10664.1  1048.6  11107.y  11"9.0  l2ldgA  12MZg  133ftg  135=.g  13OU  IVSIA,  12UJA  13Z"  tOO"  13M7
14  Mogen"  do  NbMwnd 
SIMA  11719.2  1120&0  11824.7  12004.6  12PA.0  13W6.2  SAWA,  16414A  IGMA  17130.8  11MA  IOWI.3  ISM*  2000"  21217.9  21012.2  2137ZI  21817.7  22461.9
140  "Otm  de  Udl 
43CO  417.3  438.2  678A  M.0  801.6  1012.0  ION.7  11161A  $MY  16011.4  190"  IML3  2072A  22H  1  23OL2  ZDBU  2012  2221LO  24091
141  tMxm"  V Tangles  de  Mak 
11304A  11304A  ION&?  11241LI  1142"  1180.9  121101.2  1370.7  142OL4  140M.3  166434  103U2  17254.7  17ML&  111112411.7  101"U  IONLI  19X".O  105OL2  2MMO
16  OwleftloyMcbmIllideCeft 
3U&7  4119A  4431.4  4461.0  4747.4  4732.3  GMG.2  4V4.7  604U  smi  gma  O"m  SMA  032L2  0=7  014"  OMS  SOMA  WWO  SM6
160  $NW"  de  Cab 
217&2  2VL3  2647.0  24SQ2  26M.1  2009  2BV.3  908.3  2W&I  2"9.6  SWO  207&6  3100  8417A  41110"  =001A  SOLS  WIT-3  SM2  35419.9
161  Cm*  Cob  **AW  W T. 
1690.6  1041.6  IGUA  1961.1  2146A  100.8  O".4  210"  2al.?  ZM2  =WA  2010A  2W.0  2080J  904LI  290"  2MLS  2U"  294LO  =V.6
IS  Anow 
424LO  40&7  4647.0  GOOSA  6011.7  4SOLY  4007.9  49IZ2  GWA  6642A  WNA  Olri.?  SISOA  4M.Q  SOM  ￿SOLIP  73OLI  7861A  8571A  GM-6
IGO Ansom  y  Subpmdjcwe 
412LI  "?￿.$  4423.2  4UIa  49".3  47MO  4MI  47ne  63OLI  "OA  403LO  40  *A  496&4  ONLY  041.6 
7131.9  rJO"  411118.2  S45L2oflk"'  1070  1071  1072  1971  1074  1075  107  1077  1073  1079  1060  1061  1062  1063  19164  1065  1960  1067  1968  t960
161 AkchcIEka.  119.8  120.0  126.7  129.9  110.0  141.0  160.0  1723  160.6  194.0  22.0  247.0  267.3  31.6.  366.6  365-1  231I  12.2  2208.0  160.0 1?  Ambm.pOCwnsseUxfebles  6076.3  Ce.0  7039.  6979.2  6660.  M11.7  7698.0  7669.6  7603?  6t36.4  9612.7  10311.7  11026.2  11129.6  116906  12604.3  10610.1  11566.  11291  11966.0 170  AcshmmvIQG,mss  Vogotals  Comes  6075.2  6566.0  706.0  6979.2  6666.4  7331.7  7969.  78690.6  7803.  6136.4  6612.7  10311.7  11026.2  11129.8  1 1690.6  12604.3  10616.1  11866.4  11729.1  I1W9s60 1S  AlkusnosPwaAoMlnalm  4000.2  4200.2  4176.2  4040.2  6312.3  6672.3  60684.3  060.3  7198.4  7312.4  8100.4  60916.6  6707.0  6336.  7964.0  7666.6  7016.0  6607.6  MIA1.  6310.2 IUOMmnve.soParAnkImsjs  4000.2  4200.2  4176.2  4940.2  6312.3  5672.3  6364.3  06106.3  7196.4  73724  81004  60918.6  6101.9  8336.3  7964A  76666  7016.0  6037.0  6021.4  6310.2 IS  Ohm  Ploduglo  Amnonsf  7287.0  7464.6  7972.0  6681.4  9480.  10303.6  10690.0  10617.2  11600.0  12110.  14066.6  14706.5  16469.2  13092.7  14001.3  146M.0  16164.6  16747.0  1~66367  18468.6 190  oulceo0 6m,*muy  wUtem  2016.6  1667.3  1047.9  2073.0  230.3  2646.3  262.1  2180.0  2464.6  276.6  2666.1  2961.7  31284  2730.  2566.7  2867.1  31472  2661.7  3102.6  3664.3
191  Psopo.  I  Envmm.  de  'mcadoy IUMm  1711.4  16:36.6  2066.1  2132.9  2266.2  1063.5  2430.6  2800.6  2667.4  2661.0  3606.6  376.2  3603.4  .36023  4116.3  4466.0  4636.6  4431.3  469.2  6030.6
102  Aema,IOl,a  Prods. AUrlo  d.  l  1667.J  2961.0  2108.6  2310.6  2666  2801.3  3350.6  2862  3107.2  2869.3  3127.9  3315.6  3626.4  322.0  6131.6  3M69.  3676.3  3666.6  30.4  3600.4 196  CanmanV40as  y Jaombes  960.  607.0  083.4  1090.6  1136.9  1310.6  1230.0  1468.0  1166.  2166.3  2302.6  2160.1  2613.4  2433.6  23670A  2071.0  M77.7  26963  2869.6  2663.2 104 Clue Puoduacs AItms.Oloa  709.6  792.0  869.3  974.3  1102.7  1263.1  1363.2  1624.2  1711,7  2067.1  2194.8  2300.1  233069  2967.2  1966.0  2101.0  2302.3  222.1  2904.2  3046.4
20  OsbdMw  AloaUlolm  3186.3  32363  3331.6  3720.  3646.2  4623.1  8204.6  6661.4  5674.3  6306.  6972.  7977.2  760.2  0443.6  6263.6  606.3  7360.1  7168.9.  7404.9  6461
200 Aguardi*olssom  Sfa.d  Agsvso*  601.8  601.3  676.  736.  60.3  1061.4  1267.6  1273  1261.9  13686  1361.6  1243.4  1368.1  1696.01.  :6432  1383.7  1277.2  13662  1342.1  16462 201 Vk  Ia5L'ms  2106.1  1013.0  2229.4  2639.7  220.6  3067.0  3409.2  3046.3  3896?  4616.4  6181.2  630.9  6766.7  677.7  6173.  6746.  663.6  6649.6  6647.6  63037
202  u05w  IOt4um6mbid  Femonusad  367.7  432.6  4M6.  444.0  424.7  3066  416.0  O4IL3  416.2  424.3  440.6  4Z046  96.61  066.0  414.4  371.7  366.3  366.1  364.6  367.7 21  ComnIve  UMaM  4096.6  4370.065166.6  6039.  7062.1  704.3  7067.0  7911.6  6336.2  9601.7  10227  1009.3  10641.6  9679.1  9026.6  9701.2  10028.6  10764.6  S1101.6,  12N6465 210 Faboioaan  d  oM&al  676.6  630.6  623.  073.0  610.3  74.0  663.3  702.  746.  610.  904.7  060.61  90.2  7636  04.2  019.2  SM?  1037.7  1068.6  1077.6
211 Comm.  461.0  3636.6  46323  8417.6  6329.  ate.7  6364.  7178.3  766.7  66600.2  6817.0  90761.6  9727.0  7900.6  6206.  87963  0112.0  676.0  10071.7  11653.1
22  fhlrosms  y Agum  Omesmag  4797.4  414.2  4647.9  080661  4689.6  8977.6  6660.  6747.3  6966.  0433.6  66668.0  8167.1  9666.  91080.7  6796.0  6440.  6077.4  6620.  04404  11176.3 220  Phluseom  p Agum  soomlem  4707.4  4140.2  4647.0  6066.1  4689.6  6977.6  8060.4  6747.3  6986.0  6424.2  66660.0  0167.1  966.6  9069.7  6794*  3449A  6077.4  16620A  6446.  11176.3 23  Tobago  3101.1  3901.6  3234.4  2606.8  3069.6  3136.2  3260.0  37.0  3666.  3727.6  3664.7  3812.3  3047.2  3360.6  3664.0  3769.9  3666.1  3619.3  34653  36691.6
230 Asf6I-1  do Tobmo  362.4  326.7  340.6  385.2  400.7  267.6  267.6  M78A  373.6  366.6  387.3  363.7  424.0  26  260.1  2181.6  410.3  296.1  377.6  306.0 281 Clgnm spPixo  2746.7  27962  2694.4  2666.5  2666.0  266.6  29623  39023  3216.9  3366.9  3466.1  3466.1  2400.4  3140.3  33662  3677*  3171.6  3032  3061.4  3434.0 24  o*~I ospTdomde  FIbtom 1  13821.3  I603.3  17190.1  16690.7  179407  17063.0  17734.  19042.2  2026.6  10026.6  10107.  226600  20427.2  201  17.7  20603*0  211011  19607.1  32002.3  20406.1  20006. 240 Dowpplsp v  Emnpaqu  e  8.Alooda  3062.3  3366.1  362612  3306.7  4330.6  2379.6  20220*  2806.  3066.0  31109.5  3211.6  3076.  1im.6  2116.6  262.6  S1966.  1464.6  1907.7  1046.3  1146.6 241 Pispaa  de P3196  Olmdm  Piua  h  166.6  2:63.1  2060.4  1793.6  1741.0  IM6.2  1668.7  1630.6  1730.2  1996.0  206.7  2162.7  2063.6  1962.6  1676.3  21066.6  2030.7  237.7  2250.6  2694.6 242 FUoss HaaSo Pta  Camm  I Tel  666.1  653.  766.0  610.7  001.2  1230.1  1440.0  1667.6  1611*  1061.6  169.0  2166.2  1667.1  1929  1IO7.?  21160.3  2062.  2002.6  1643.8  190A4 243  Umtoas  I  ToPd.  do Fe1mm  Diom  6104.0  9679.0  1063.3  1062.0  11022.7  11663.0  12662.6  IS024  1308162  1407.0  140116  16624.  14. '6.1  14107.  14065.6  16211.3  14301.6  140331  14626.3  14778.0
28  Hlaldos  I T.pdos de F3196 Ows  1764.7  1666.4  1736A4  1723.1  1012.6  1666.2  1682.7  1236.3  1006.0  1310.6  1366.1  1360.0  1365.1  1266.7  1147.6  136.1  1166.4  1126.0  10602  1101.4
260 HIsnequon  1579.0  1660.0  1606.3  1602.0  1677.9  1630.9  1403.6  1164.4  672.1  1146A4  1164.4  1202.8  1196.3  1066.4  667.1  36.6  0.  636.0  622  623 281 Oboe F31m  Diwm  174.6  WA6.  121.0  120A  134.2  127.6  129.5  1206*  136.6  173.4  106.7  161.3  196.7  206.7  107.7  104.3  266*0  277.7  266.6  267.7 26  OC  kues  Ii8UI  ToadIes  2489.0  2666.3  2909.6  33300.3  3674.2  3646.6  4221.3  4867.3  612.6  6000*S  6601.3  6671.8  6442.6  6143.7  6516.2  6666.  64Z*.  6577  96339  7106.0
200 Toles khlpsumso60adm  * lunpbg  341.1  326.1  326.1  326.6  310.1  306.0  304.7  317.0  381.3  466.7  610.6  636.1  436.6  3416  367A  364.4  326.7  319*0  348.6  347.6 261 AIlaombm hIsa  to"(*ad  I34  606.6M  640.4  771.6  0486  1038.6  1177.3  1376.1  1680.3  1666.6  2143.7  1016.6  2366.6  102.4  2162.6  2374*  W61  20019  2120.8  1016.0  10665.7
262 Ena**s,  Cints  yTsIIdam Ahga  669.6  736.6  610.1  601.1  960.7  1014.3  1166.0  1166.6  1231.2  1377.6  1468.  1666.  16062  1476.4  t641*4  1736.61  l666.  1679.1  1606.  1662.3
266 Aigoan  AOsaub.olo.  Vend.  y 90n  323.9  33004  366.6  372.6  300.6  400.4  412.6  666.  62.0  734.0  6272  686.7  041.3  067.0  1".  969.  :106.2  914.1  91  4  1120. 264 Ovain TeuxdIs  666.  607.0  676.6  765.6  800.  6069  960.3  667.  1  1136.8  :379.4  1450A  1661.1  1466.9  1311.7  13674  1470.6  146062  1407.2  1663.0  1764.2
27  Prendo. do VosIk  12362.0  13042.61 14484.6  16672  16441.3  16664.9  16132.-2  I6360.  166630  164626  16100.7  2011SILO  19006,2  16470A4  16413.  164861.3  17362.6  16483.  1696.  17037.6
279 Arihlase de Punlo  3901.6  41206.  6663.0  6606.2  6W62.  8634.0  6610.9  8296.6  6561.6  712.23  7242.  7466.6  6679.6  7401  7406.6  76816  7640.3  7486.2  7678.  6364.6 271 Phps  ntkatraypE.d  rmu  6106.  6  607.0  0166.7  8913.3  9674.  90691.2  0062.4  0647.6  10036.7  10074*4  11676.1  12316.9  I17603  10764.0  107764  19614.4  9642.  6906.  691.3  679&6.
212 Otiin  PrsndmdeVVsat  204.6  214.1  2344  261.1  240.9  240.7  2382  260.7  262.6  276.  280.0  266.7  280.0  3062  :93.3  3016  306.6  3:.6  1300.6  311.0
26  Cu5uy  mkopC  o  6616.6  7164.6  7443.6  7679.9  6246.0  a=0  6616.1  6079.6  10107.8  11196.6  11300.4  12640.6  1246.1  10716.3  11357*4  1173.  tO00006  409499  I  A  96614 260 CaloI  Aap  fobdo  do CAso W  Fin  1460.6  1636.7  1626.4  1609.6  1746.9  1602.6  177.7  14101.7  2067.4  2260.0  2006.0  2164.6  20782  2846.1  3609  2101.  18109A  I686.  1114  1666.4 261 CLmo  y  opCVcAruW I9de  Cuo  4626.2  6091.6  6326.1  6690.  6640.4  6100.3  6162.4  MGA  7466.1  62336  66417  6604.5  6011*0  7613*  8069*  4706  62720  6790.  66.61  67660 U202  OsCoLzoda  desComa  oToaf  820.7  666.1  664.7  610*6  6624  667.3  6610  666OA  674.3  716.0  737.6  771*  620.  774.7  aG4*  6905  637.4  767.3  707.3  672. 39  Aiadi  0.  Tuc4.ppTIuI  s  3396.0  3M7.6  36342  360092  4165.3  4401,6  46444  46327.7  6160*  6747.7  6990  6067.1  6028.  961.6  619A  G9416  6666  636.7  610*9  8640.0 230 Amnademe  2667.4  34614.3  2679.6  2666*  3222.2  36764  3646.2  68623  3661.  4316.0  4446.  4106.0  41644*  391.  407  4630"  4664  4420.7  42861.3  3960.6
231 Tu64po. TabmnAghIm  y Fib  707.0  61604  6W6.6  660.6  6039.0  1114.56  I1984  1246.  139.6  1430.1  16144.6  164L.1  286.6  312*  366.  362  106  16"S  21613  26000  2106.61 30  Cles  Praduan  do  adwrapCav  4330.0  4261.0  4616.9  6001.3  8604.1  6406.4  641.41  6726.2  736.  6662.4  &MA7  6716.6  6426.1  7376.  7466  7091.7  77677  7746.0  7961  7761 300 musbolm.  khwsOsmoCdnwf  3302.3  3167.*  3407.1  3787.7  42316  419&0  48672  61:6.3  6647.0  67404  6672.  69752  6104.1  6731.3  5736*  *0  6066.1  68612  66118  6006.2Z  1  '  .. i:
omjpo  1910  1071  1912  1073  1074  10ys  197  19o7  We7  107o  196  1061  1062  1063  1064  1066  1066  o],  I066  l060
301 P,ofm.  V.4iIwm  y Sklws  266.7  244.6  260.0  270.3  206.2  305.4  341.7  31968  427.1  4E.4A  646.1  544.6  692.0  5326  581.6  460.0  409.3  6004  470.9  472. 302  OlraPwduo  de Modwa. P01mo  M7e.  660.2  660.2  943.7  012.0  094.7  1043.4  1229.7  1244.4  1252.1  1240.0  1220.3  1207.6  1076.0  1115.4  t106.  116461  1221.6  1229.0  1237.8 31  Papal yCmonm  1706.  754.6  6300.  0679.2  10791.1  10107.6  11480.3  1101764  13M0.6  144037  1500.2  16356.  16603.5  16262  17240.6  16461.6  16005.7  1165.0  10137.0  20263* 310 Pmtrnde oC.luo..  y Pap.  4461.8  43165.  4781.2  5239.  0054.4  5733.  6466.1  10916.1  76146.2  6310.0  I.?  9430.1  0046.0  9661.9  10006.60  11679.3  1174215  12167.0  12509.7  13124.5 311 Colon. Cwbxn  ey Catim  Imp  666.4  619.3  692.7  063.1  6263  772.0  630.9  8067.0  506.0  970.1  1100O.2  1027.6  1001.2  906.3  1064.0  1166.6  1021.0  1080.7  1003.6  12662 312  A-wa.7  023.  SloducIs  2761.  2671.2  2919.2  3466.4  391G36  204.1  4170.3  4100.6  48110  6100.3  06016  6606.3  66109.1  6446.6  630.3  66616.6  632.7  5624.0  8829.6  6067.9 32  knpmiilsy  Edhagdgm  6430.9  5360.3  5003.  663.  663.2  6644.2  1217.7  7203.7  7429.5  6263.2  3045.3  9994.  0601  6616.7  6000.4  0674.3  0000  OR4.6  0911.3  106Z44 320 Lb,o,  PwlodIoOo PA.vhl  2604.1  2607.7  279.9  2711.1  2622.0  29668.7  3166.9  2307.2  260.4  3174.6  3824.6  39062  3037.0  3166.6  3334.3  3927.0  3510.6  361  s.A  3503.0  4039.2 Z"  1 bnpla  y Ernaaamonwo  2760.  276.2  3100.2  312.6  2317.6  3666.6  400217  4305.3  4660.6  60,61.1  6726.4  ll  601.  631.0  652.0  66416  014.4  6606.  090.3  aV73.4  6010.6 22  Pelmmo Y 90kdv0a  122592  126061.0 14000.0  16434.3  16461.6  17101.6  10623.1  10670.  21171.6  2090  2021.2  2960.6  2462.  279442  2.4  20340.2  3020&6.  3130.0  230WZG  34.7 330PAs6nadamde  oPucbo Cido  pD  11427.6  12544.9  1300210 14410.6  16347.6  16067.6  17410.0  I1-2502  1062.2  234681.9  26324.0  276161.7  207.1  2074211  27661.7  20000.  25660.  29461.8  M2916  30160.9 321 Ihgoembam  de  o  P.618.  Pa  A8  031.4  668.0  30.6  1021.0  1106.6  11132  1108.3  1426.9  13417  1406.  1691.3  1700.  1573.  l356J  141.0  1711  1600.3  1769.  1606.  1005.7 - 34  P.moqukrm8iceBlas  1620.6  1747.1  21019  2311.2  200.7  3130.6  3469.6  3034.8  3909.  4816.9  4946.2  6671.1  6721.  64115  6306.  6736.0  100668.  11760  12639.0  1460682 340 Ptoduclas P,gaql*r400  3mim  16210.6  1747.1  21019  2317.2  2506.7  3130.5  3469.6  3434.6  166I  4616.9  49462  6671.1  0721  6416  6306.  6736.  1o066.  111786  12030.6  140112 66  0*1406m  90010  242012  2030.6  2064.6  232.6  36017  3576.0  4020.9  4711.7  061.A  6374.0  6660.2  604652  4306.2  68490.  7347.1  70604.7  7494.3  7907.6  62368A  6M.7 350 Colaont.s  Y Pipmf,o  606.  710.9  664.  1021.3  1166.7  10017  12816  10010  1401.1  1663.3  1000.  1682.2  1748.  1612.  1198.7  1676.7  1646.9  13.0  2073.7  2=0 261 Go".  IndsIli  6683  621.0  16.2  6690.  30.0  1047.3  1162.2  121310  1267.7  1623.7  1794.  1791.7  1646.0  S64AW  1730.3  1934.9  1640.0  606.0  l64".  1094.6 361 Ploduclsn au'  ,s  Bmm  1202.1  1167.3  1294.7  1410.1  1567.9  1460.0  186162  16306A  170  I666.  20241.3  2303.7  266.0  3160.3  234130.3  2610.  3066.5  2662.3  4000.1  4141.6 36  Abo.oo  V F0u06Z6k  1662.4  2027.3  24013  2631.6  2731A4  2010.4  3132A.  3341.3  6000.  33644  2866.  4292  WWI1  OM6.  66140.7  8210.  6629.  0502  0864.4  7164.0 300  Abim I  F.,UImW.  1682.4  2027.3  24013  2631.0  2731.4  2010.4  31301.4  3041.  32060.0  33644  26880.  42014  66611  306.  664.7  8210.0  6020.  0840.2  08.4A  7164.0 37  Abdo  . alf Ihom  F1km  Avg  4020.7  4814.3  69413  7126.0  7080.  6420.0  0346.8  10620.  11060.7  12666.6  138600.7  14314.I  14161.1  1I668  174.4.0  13086.6  I62.7  20087*  2104L.7  2130.0 O109.PA  081so  184efm  1303  1464.0  1766.6  1663.  2066.6  2185.3  2063.3  2037.3c2733  390.  4499.6  4031.9  6160  6SM"  6871.  7564.  7410S0  6640.6  0069.3  6743.2 371 P90.t  CobIasm  y 61.16cm  20064  2231.5  41609.  6274.3  6619.9  306.0  0704  7M17  1167  6770.  9060  9261$  8661  30325  087.  10106.7  606I.  11289.  11960.3  11522. 26  Pvoducla  Finmecu6aao  6382.6  7286.6  4617.2  0912.6  10400.6  11609.0  12610.3  12840.1  13266.  14364.2  14609.2  101162  16360.  17246.3  17263.  1772.1  16824.9  167782  I6066.  116009.5 300 Ploducim  Med  I  bo63016  7258.6  6617.2  0912.  10400.0  11609.6  12610.3  12849.1  13200.  14364.2  140602  10110.2  14606.1  117246.3  S72611  1772.1  16024.0  157`7812  1006.  1m500. 30  Jobamo.  D.Iugu.lo  OF  COMMI100  4776.  46016  834.01  600.9  6391.  6673.6  7403.7  7910.0  6473.7  0672.  10306.9  11660.  126567  12347.3  123611.0  12002.7  130S00  140019  13610.0  16411.9 3900Jsbawm.  Do.rgepfiI  .761u6m  29121  2666.  3209.1  2489.6  3762.  4128.4  4467.2  4860SA  6177.7  5099.  6106.  6610A4  73010  1307.2  7417.7  60966A  74084  7632.0  7420.1  61681.3 391 pedifumo.  CAO.M.Uaa  Iu  30,lwm  1064.6  19011.7  2144.2  2446.2  2606.4  2746.4  306.6  296M  3206.4  3071A  4197.0  4060.6  6237.  6002*  5200.  6791.6  86611.0  006.  60766  729.6 40  COos Produclo. COwimcam  4639.  627.0  6610.6  60664  6126.0  6700.  7390.6  7902.7  6007.6  0923.  10670.6  11748.4  11209.6  10614.5  11664.  12346.  1201L.1  12164.6  12340.9  130602 400 1.00adddmyVPlagulcldrn  967.3  90924  11110  1394.6  900.9  1116.3  1061.6  1120.4  1101.0  1366.3  1265.2  1466.2  1296.3  1323.2  13472  1491.  1340.9  1202.3  1157.3  1226.6 401 P1.tum.  Sin,ik'  y  a,  1260.0  1306.6  1468.9  1606.3  1787.1  1644.6  10636  2074.7  2039.A  2702.6  2908.4  3206.4  3141A4  2046.  2761.7  32274.  3399.5  2264.7  24015  60501 402 kvps  m..bli1..AdheelvasyS  670.  104.1  606.7  686.4  564.6  781.6  940.2  1020.3  1258.0  1374.1  1666a  1675.  10891.7  1636.  2069.3  2140.2  1946.0  2140.2  2128.8  2177.3 403 Tinus YPu6nIOil  331.0  369.6  402.9  420.6  416.6  466.9  661.6  046.3  720.1  014.6  914.6  067.7  069.3  672.4  302  1000.6  940.  973.  1011.4  1062.6 406 COos Ploduomo  Oubr,Ios  1711.6  1001.0  2129.6  2314.4  23674  2621.6  260D.4  312L3  3403.  26686  3634.4  4166.5  2907.3  37013  4371.3  4421.1  430.6  4613.4  4647.0  4769.2 41  Produclasdol6.Is  3867.4  4312.6  45616  514.3  6637.0  0078.4  674.  06.3  62007  022.  06  01.MA9 08824  S0AM5  82634  I0711  117239  10190.0  10668.8  11160.A  1I7SM. 410 UNnmnI  Cmnam  2527.  2660.3  3138.7  3447.  3671.0  4063.6  4662.4  4473.0  66485  66329  662.6  032.2  1066.  6410.6  M219A  7903.1  656712  7010.5  73434  766.3 411 MuiotLsdon  do Usalao y Cra.w  412.0  446.7  406.5685663  853.4  786.1  614.8  461.3  10216  1150.7  1306.6  1606.9  130.  1679.3  1727.  1t90.  1627.  1681.1  IN0&$  1914.4 412 Obvo.  Produc  de Hub.  kwdmCasC  918.3  906.4  1047.6  1171.6  1204.0  1236.  1258.  1400A4  1616.3  1760.  1067.2  2056.7  190612  1000.7  1736.6  193296  I69.7  1706.  1666.  1059.2 42  AP46euba  de PMallo  3343.1  3643.7  4236.7  48032  4680.3  4787.3  64627  697.6  60718  7364.0  6812.  10076.6  9012.1  M461  026.1  10241.0  10111.6  10017.0.  10406.  11447.0 420 MA1Wtsi V Ardoubms  de AmaO  3343.1  2643.7  42267  4603.2  4660.3  476.3  6462.7  6977.6  MM2.  7364.6  6671  10190.9  963  809662  966.0  10484.4  16002.3  10760.0  11179*2  12667.1 43  VldrloypPraductaat  dVidilo  2190.7  2327.5  25SX1  2766.  2001.3  3661.6  3640.3  4140.2  4874.2  4819.6  6400.1  490033  4411.  4267.0  4616.  4664.7  4470.7  6040.1  6103.7  6613.6 430 Vidrio PIano,  .0  lbo yIIo  360.6  440.0  432.6  672.4  493.3  082.2  707.7  720.4  772.  711.6  804.2  000.6  6062  616.2  647.3  6010  619.2  730.  - 749.5  001.6 461 EnflvOe y AunpcIhl  de  VIdio  1030.2  1037.1  1131.7  1266.4  1463.0  1666.6  1956.0  207.0  2429.  2604.  2913.2  2760.  20004  2500  241*2  326.0  2744.2  2621.  2029.3  2041.5 432 F1.qm do  VlAde  brAw1n1m.  2356  266.0  229.2  379.4  401.6  430.2  446.9  42.8  627.5  666.1  6416  740L6  677.  460.1  676.  72218  491.  SM.  613  660* 433O.m  AaUao.b  do Vhluloy Cark  666.9  674.5  65.9.  677.  640.  697.0  697.7  7727  647*2  966.9  761.6  0902  0646.  M2.  670.  100.  097.  604*0  679.  184. 44  Comsido  1921.&  1965.9  2321.1  2320.2  2869.  3132.9  3396.4  2360*  3706.6  40660  4423.3  40687.6  006  4662.  6006.  006A  GM$1  4374.0  63660  6646. *  440'  CnmItdrmOoo  1927.6  1968..  2321.1  230.2  2666.86  3132.6  3W4  3606.0  3116  4096.0  4422.3  41667*  IOU6  40W1  6066L7  6606.  601  6074.  0059  6546. 46  Pvoduc23a  So*deUbiaraN  4Me  679.6a  0847.0  7430.7  5149.3  6616.  9108.3  306.  63614  0063  110700.7  11716.6  12626.0  11OM.  19666.7  11063.  111098.7  10161  MO4LD  11176.  181562 466 ANIa.e  bmy  Po,a.Ia  153S65  1602.6  1611.6  1604.6  1731.0  17?823  1904.6  1074.4  2527.  2060.  2067.6  207.0  2916.  2940.6  31486.5  2690.8  3B  32066.  3428.  2609.5 465 Imirba  p llquo  I1797.1  17811  1944.9  26416  2400.6  26302  2668.1  22001.6  2306.  28620  3073.0  3171A  2962.6  2012.1  304.  8109.9  20149  3067.  2761.1  2M5.4624d  Umooo  pMnI  188  1737:  104.6  21836.6  2274.2  1266.6  1217.6  1227.6  121187  2266.6  2662.4  2018.0  2667.3  14ut:  1634.8  10038  18486.1  1706.6  less.?  1800.3
Mdu"Niras  "o  d  IinA  14.0140.  M  10103.3  23.6216910.6  21030.8  26766.8  50.  30730.8  60.  32876.8  302'.  .5  7.  320608.6  19  28878.6  31076.  2354  4074.7 46  Linmaacon  burImwade  tfsuy  8379.0  8331.5  0616.9  8562.7  7288.2  7273.  7601.0  6807.11  10682.3  10037.3  110978.0  11634.7  10733.6  1044,18.2  11322  1988.  10064.3  111337.2  11426.0  11743.2
401 I - Ia.  Socundula  de tOorro  VA  8372.6  6262.  033.  10601.2  11713.1  11906.7  11721.5  12224.3  14844A  18142.2  1886.9  189188.0  18270.7  16164.1  168382  166M7  I01866  17608112 17111881.7  1612611.6 492TumyPo  doWwoyAcpa  II&O  IA  206.3  250.32372.3  2400.3  262.2  2882.  3687.7  3661.7  30117.3  4312.0  4164.1  3274.8  4088.7  4600.6  3016.3  23-.3  4132.7  4077.8 47  322lla  9  d  o..#0~  6  32632.7  3030.8  4148.7  4586.10  4650.0  4706.7  4610.4  4067.3  6771.  60.2  044118.11 6038.  6140.4  GM.8  8S680  6737.0  730.0  7626.  7731.7
470 MoWwugIo  dol Cobo y smu Assoc  2037.0  1886.8  2167.4  2418.0  2762.  2882.7  2037A4  2602.  2874.0  3462.0  363.1  4168.0  3076.3  3103.0  3680.1  36716.4  3837.2  417727  60183  6188.1 471 Otrc  Me no Flend..  lrtcou.  So  1102.8  3372.6  1471.6  1721.8  1634.1  1676.  1620.1  1776.  1983.1  2314.6  24014.7  2316.1  2166.4  1086.  20003  2297A  2210.3  260.1  2640.8  2807.0 46UubIoMoal.  28302  2M6.0  2232.7  2721.8  262M  27812.3  2046.1  2901.6  328312  3477.0  3446A.  3716.6  3203.1  t  0.7  2217.8  28817.3  2280.8  2496.6  2203.0  2800.3 480 Muoblmo  otadon 7Sv6m'  ya  Acosod  82.  2166.0  2302.7  272  .6  2632.  2782.3  2404.1  2801.6S  3283*  3477.0  3486.4  3715.6  320  2630.  2317.8  2WI.  22610.8  2406.0  203.0  2800.3
48  1dco  edo  -- csl,  I  320.8  1064.0  2108.5  2664.0  2060.2  2867.2  2776A  26430  2400.  270.1  0060.5  3020  3088.4  2090.2  202.4  12848.  2892.2  22668  2201.6  2401.2
400 Canam.* Peon..  y Tu.b4om  de  634.3  706.8  732.0  7MA.  034.3  672.6  868.0  677.0  in..  our  016.8  1064.0,  1001.0  $M2O  1028.0  1113.4  1062.8  1133.7  1000.1  1134.7 481 Eatne parIa  toConeS  y Tanqo  U  1306.2  1286.7  1374.3  1801.2  1628.4  1068A  1600.6  1666.0  1630.4  IN&$.  2044.0  2644.3  2688.  1728.1  160.4A  1743.8  1843.  1283.0  1222.8  137&66 60  Owns. Producto. Moesa  Eopw  Me  6030.  6830.4  7260.0  7910.6  6814.2  663.1  6040.3  6761.8  10110.11  I13.  12280Z.0  1214011.0 12680.90  10364.2  10660.0  11038.8  10398.6  100611  10760.  1113451.3 800 CuchI6.ehp SLndmo  228.0  254.0  282.0  316.3  381.3  301.6  327.0  3609.6  3300.  380.2  370.0  3266.  377.6  374.0  4010.8  427A4  43.0.  418.1  388.6  4381.1
601 Utensbo  AgriI..la, y' twIamrun  640.2  406  4  481.0  862.0  620.  627.6  842.4  126.  a.3  708.6  748.8  867.0  Ms2.  710.8  774.  634.6  7003  440.5  6310.41  030.6 802 CIa..  Tomnb..I  Oklntw*o  440.7  441.6  403.2  802.4  864.01  864.4  662.  610.8  731.7  8133  632.6  684.1  6001.11  773.6  788A  66n.7  772.1  774.0  000.0  601.8 803 OavwiIandof Cicni80o. POqueabdo,  8683  428.  680.1  864.0  6681.6  126.0  7264  000.8  714.7  01L7  772.4  680.1  1062.1  12648.  1431.  126.  1237.4  1610.8  1604.7  1756.7 604 Fundldun y Mtidoede  Plaza  Mate  7680  768.  6833  000.1  1013.4  1806.4  1160.7  01.2  1208.  1474.8  1660A  16009.3  1462.7  1288.8  1368.1  1462.7  1210.6  1120.0  1175.3  1074.4
NS8 Sowam. p Produolo  de "claia  123261  1008.8  1201.3  1276.2  1662.4  1381.2  1604A4  1664.4  1887.8  222.2  2390.3  226866.  2203.  1266.6  1380.3  1372.  1427.0  13743  1284.  18381.0 NO0  Cordwrialms.  Essnwallado  y Traquo  006.  961.7  1078.6  1188.3  1000.8  1181.4  1  182.  1266.  12881.1  1688.7  1736.8  1766.  1768.1  1466.7  1310.8  1402.  1427.  1344.1  I37n"  In6" 607 Alarn1ra,epAnlaela.doAlwnb.  11141.6  1088.1  11020  1366.0  1612.0  1666.3  1486.0  1604.0  1747.0  1268.5  2111.6  2106.2  2110.2  2633.  2030.  2241.2  IM.  2163.4  2076.7  21811 08  8tval  P,oducu..M.IaIIms  1040.2  040.0  1044.1  1147.7  1176.0  1207.3  1263.3  1264.0  13682  1601.3  1671.8  1708.9  1641.7  1421.1  1392.8  1474.8  11307.6  1410.A  1346.8  1472.0 61  Uaquah.nd y Equipo No EIactigl  6480.1  67016.0  6442.0  7806.7  6364.0  9800.0  0756.4  0662.  111286.7  13426.  14818.7  16809.1  130M3.1  002.7  180866  11307.2  956.80  04131  116781.7  12181.1 610 Maqulena.t  k  oplrnernlo. Agtloo  666.1  088.3  736.8  628.2  1022.A  1420.7  1466.0  18637  2014.0  2243.4  2404.4  2600.1  190630  1360.4  1143012  1761.0  120.S  047.0  1371.*  1384.4
611I  Maquktulmp EquIpo pra  lahItdu  801.,3  880.0  700.3  043.2  061.0  066.8  11130.4  1118.4  1046.2  1630.0  1662.8  1881.0  1104.0  11618.4  1074.3  1140.4  1024.7  016.8  1044.0  S068.8 512 Maqul...  do Oflkta,  Cajoulo pC  676.4  641.6  716.2  706.0  060.7  1300.0  11366.0  16710.6  16,48.8  1000.6  223.8  2441.8  1864.8  1324A4  !"O-Z  2817.6  2370.7  302..3  6006.0  601&66 613 CoMet..  Coomadaedsg  y Colentado  341.3  343.2  616.0  604.2  6881.0  674.8  686.7  644.1  m*6.  066.  1800.2  I168.8  1031.3  788.4  674.6  666.  867.  W76  604.0  716.8 614 RAtclqu.o.  OtuMe  I 01.nIIs  420.3  400.2  430.2  672.0  667.6  720.  666.2  4807.6  646.1  768.7  873.4  606.3  744.11  810.5  606.7  00L2  644.1  444.6  6626  447.2
616  S..Sodhor"  YEXOq  :dr  4?1.2  470.2  40006  20.1  677.11  691.7  862062.  74.  lOtS0  780.0  743.  SM7  506  681.6  609.  532  8  61321637.6
6G0  MaUi...  Geneadoro. p Skielemo  I666.I  1727.0  2M8.  227668  260.2  2202.3  2206.9  2366.2  3071.0  3482.6  3004.4  44108.0  3820-2  3150.8  3448.7  36224  368A  36890.  3806.0  4126.0
621 Uaquiktle,  yEquipo  industrialS  6  36.1  766.0  806.0  1024.7  1138.6  1121.6  1311.1  13003  14101.8  1772.  2036.1  2673.6  1860.0  1267.7  1333.  So=..  1476.6  1660.1  1666.  185042 63  Apwfelo  Icr-o.d.  1803.0  2160.4  2304.0  29062.6  3462.8  31800.7  4176.0  4700.3  620882  6069.0  66811.11  7410.0  7046.2  62286  4000.2  4814.0  4221.8  4011.7  4140.3  4246.8
8G0  ApoaS  Ebottloo  y Aoodo6  1803.0  2160.4  Z304.  29612.6  3462.8  3860.7  417.0  4700.3  6288.2  60310.0  6681.1  7410.0  7046.2  6238.6  402012  41614.0  4221.8  4811.7  4140.3  4248.0
84  Equipc. lAPpawasomuElectromicoo  4821.3  4003.2  6304.7  a666A  730.1  7470.8  0360.  006.3  10462.  12022.  12680.2  12736.0  110760.6  609.  0921.7  1104482  10047.8  1007124  lOin.0  11867.0
640IFladIo..TelewIwos  Tocadbeoas  20019.6  2162.6  2086.8  3286.4  3606.0  3641.1  "IL?.  4042.1  4467.0  61326.0  1668.7  6308.0  30001.2  211011.3  2861.4  402.6  3866A  3241.0  6106.8  2064.6
841 Olecom. COnt.. Uagnmainic.  206.2  426.4  448.1  080.4  770.2  666.7  1103.6  1327.3  1738.0  2030.  2103.4  2248.6  2613.  1637.8  1860.  1762.2  111080.  1643.  ISMS  220.4 642 01ro  Equipom  y  Ial~anom  1916.6  1662.  22A  2710.  2042.4  3042.  38486  2690P  42431  4868.0  4868.  512610  4478.2  4442.0  61086  45641  4W638  803.3  0612.2  1007*3
66  Equlp.IpApareave  EI.cbo  2334.7  2162.0  2664.2  2907.8  3164.6  3147.2  314712  34348  3  31  4370.6  6024.3  6038.8  627L.  41I.8  40SLO  848L.  6040.4  84312  62610.4  60308. 880 A.unwIm1wwo.  Safet..  V6  Pun  706.7  720.3  743.8  034.0  1018.3  1024.8  1081.4  1230.6  1330.0  1667.  11010.6  267412  2166.8  178.6  IOU8  1062.  168.  10842  2606.0  2477.6
662 O0ro. MeIuIi..sApwmmepWAoc  132n.i  1124.7  1424  1018.1  1721.6  m2.Z3  110.6  urNL  1636.6  21631  251L  2764A,2461.11  20188*324853  VI  NM?*49.  2M  267113  2754.8 60  Aom  c  Tua  I  elo  8987,  330.34  370.2  1446.0  440.0  400".1  413.40  1640.  668.0  6401.7  6886  726.0260406.0  637.0  662.4  71114.6  6.6A  741.8  7046I  3170.7
GM  Vhiclar  ummvlm.kwko  T ISMS102.4  116M  14V.2  17108.0ISM  IdI&O  SMY  WIOO  2=11.920M  327.0  IM-  14WI  MTA  2  .3  NIO6  23OLI3061,113-W............~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~~~~~-  .~.y. 
O  1O9  19N  1971  1972  1973  1974  1976  l97  iO77  1976  1079  1ts0  1961  102  196t  14  965  1s6  1967  19s"  196
700 ee6ct  P1tvado  4876.2  6401.7  640.6  a=23.I  737.6  632.6  9199.6  10360.0  11910.1  36631  16176.6  16612.0  17M.3  T7626.9  16310.0  Ies7.A  167862  I60e.7  15404.'  I...6J 701  Ssco  Pubio  7442.2  68100  9601.4  10471.2  11416.3  12413.6  1430&9  14400.7  16387.0  I64O2.  17662.6  16s23.  2000.?  20469.7  21024.0  21569.6  22401.6  22e07.6  23707.6  24767.0 71  Sos  de  Esac  nlo  7367.2  7364.6  766.4  6291.6  6196.9  e40z.  69768  0130.3  9671.7  10292?  10667.0  11423.4  11031.7  10666.2  107362  10174.I  54.2  9167.8  9617.7  6708.3 710  EApacimlos  P4u5b6  1896.3  2044.9  2046.  2247.4  2271.2  2416.1  2674.0  z766.6  2779.4  2666.  3006.?  2961.6  2834.4  3006.7  3096  26.4  270.3  2C7.1  2630.0  26.9 III  Eat66sn..  de  RAdioy  TeIshon  16S2.  18403  3.6  1677.0  1730.6  1813.1  N6M6.  16380  1966.o  2170.1  2419.7  2966.9  25666  2913.  3005.3  3106.  109.3  3119.0  3626.7  3662 712  Pldwoclon  V Db1buado  de  Pe  601.6  623.3  eo6  04.6  667.6  689.2  736e  6t.6  69.a  637.6  68.6  714.3  600.1  Gze  704  664.0  516.7  380.6  334.4  290.6 713  baoe Smkkca  de Eapcknlsnlo  3049.6  309A.4  33769  3470.4  3601.0  366.  3648.6  39623  4136.3  44260  4488.0  4704.6  4892.3  48.7  3027*  3677.7  32es.  3021.1  207.2  30e5A 72  OttM  Soe4  v30600.6  31600.8  32404.0  32479.6  34403.6  36M.2  36406.  37301.2  36630.6  396862  409024  43397.4  44480.8  44823.6  42374.0  43100  400642  4296.0  41026.0  43306.6 72r  eSsi  d-o  d  be  uhl  12J7.8  1291.0  1422.2  1667.t  1e69.9  1760.9  1844.3  la6  2072.1  273  24372  206161  26A.6  23644  2473.7  2607.8  2473.  2629.1  260.6  2724.6 2m as  de  RmpWr  on  12400.0  12674.6  12748.1  12921.7  13107.6  13306.2  13492  1370.2  13664.2  140e6z  14261.0  16864  f8063  2084g.  17264  175661  16616.0  17.6  16e7z2  170662 722Se*l  dAoytmpl  6024.6  6021.4  M023.  637.6  6  . 6687.6  0ee.6  7164.4  7407.6  7MU8.2  736.2  8196.1  636.6  8066.2  o.1  0310e  0317.1  02.6  6721.  964 726M  Oo.  aslm  3686.7  39N4  4041.1  4122.7  424.3  4276.2  436.3  44e4.7  4664.0  4t43.4  4736.7  4097.2  4036.6  47062  486"  4906.1  4663.5  4800  6236.8  6489.0 momi"cDoolesoo  7M611  72941.  6270.8  6e.  8990.0  372.0  876A.  O  1019ZO  IO.4  t1201.2  11637.0  11t37.0  11264.0  10441.0  1o066  303.  ezz  9740.5  0616.7  a091.e 73  Amnhbbdon  P4  Pu  p DetVnsa  1066.2  1C47.6  21303.1  24074.6  26076.2  201.1  3Otes.l  290630  32766  461  aCetZ.  45401.1  420230  4237  4670O  460  46661  44696.2  43043.  4034. 7  Gobim  omnad  12969.0  12976.1  160s1.0  16669.7  ts£41  23236.  236730  2163  25060  272.0  2964.0  3126.2  3067.6  303CO.  33t07.6  81967  S7  2047.A  29446  2664 731  0o  _m.  Loca  3116.2  3370L  3677.7  3743.0  4061.6  4404.3  4660.  47412  46e0.1  61t.  7121.1  1602  6291.0  t417.2  61  16402  1007.2  9S69.  600l.4  $23.1 732 Sagnad  stow  1636.4  1690.9  1737.8  I7M7  19662  2261.  244.0  962.1  2617.3  29.2  3162.6  3671.6  367  4069.  4221.3  4262.  4401*  4470.4  4489.3  46406
AG3CLNLTUA  3461740  04n.4  t33611  366034  s1436  47714  19614.3  164421.4  mrNaa  30=6.4  266111  2ma.e  mnMI  311.917  mim  aims  _mi  _131_714  Xymime  mri.I MINERA  3470  34447  363*  36113.1  4364  4Wr3.  466466  i  Some  OM  . "  2007.7  67.6  3640.s  164366.8  6Int  1*ts  is=*.*  I1176  13161  6I361 MAMFACTURAS  24141.4  23616.3  333010.0  3U.?  364117  361414  3666.  416396  412316.6  4617.3  691347.6  89610.6  S  *  6143.7  04366.  60.7  64m.1  s86"A  31o0.  6916a INTEfODEIO6  113263.3 336117.4 1312tn  I14401t4  36666  164.0  ISW6  1761411.  I339  IS216  6  I  mIa.  t6.  3434.6  31411361.  _  o  2471143  1116  246.1  iM1t1  2="4  4 CONSUt3OFINM  14411656  152364  41644  t7  t  wnt4  e  16M719.6 2e  3012.4  2036.6  394.  3  1  n  1  61en.3  21671 2  4  3  G  2t 13  176M  3173  *  4  2  0  7  3  217D  m  2675113  311694 IEN0E1OE  CAPTFAL  143Y32  34121.1  16171.6  laM4  1t757.4  n46.6  6  6464  3517,.1  366  31347.32  31603  29774  =bI61  343472  211  4.0t  33  2966  .73al  t2 EREWICIOS  67.0  6460s  Un7aw  7424.4  7  67  01.  67  own.  64111l  _206.0  totte  11t  11.9.6  n2.6  u336  10  e  131e06130  1260  65Mgt  t  2711=4  12926  1339O90
TOTAL  364341  1301937  11I  12 3t1310  1370478  143636  e1t781s  l6am  b6604  ISoM  at2076  2610  n7s66t  _m  21S3  31113  2311101  26677  2267  229
Fsvkwo tl  p97o-6o0  obatod  o0rn  iNEpg  na1ui4modns.  FIbo  r970-t964.  Flgees  1961bbaltod  by  piydokdse  h  ets  I90lUde
lto  Iew4el1pred_co  at  970 plm  tou  Ue  970-6064 Bd.  For 6163feima. gora  a*ubltel  donAo  4dlas  lek72
ISIC  AVTRIT  AVHUML  AVHUMX  AVAC  AVOAX  AVCANC  AVMErAL
3111  021744  0.43108  5.03885  0.76745  165.34800  0.00o0W  0.00108
3112  0.04444  2.25162  42.73582  247842  10.86230  0.00000  0.00775
3113  1.17940  2.14441  28.32050  2 94753  445.68o70  0.00000  0.00133
3115  2.65864  3.71677  7227M61  4.03229  106L12370  0.00004  0.07769
3116  0.11192  026092  6.14220  022263  8.31996  0.00000  0.02216
3117  0.3865  0.72743  15.9o6eo  0.76361  54.14074  0.00000  0.00000
3116  O.560  1.12369  14.u62  1.41451  185.3510  0.00000  0.00216
3119  0.2130  0.47674  6.62554  0.00102  117.70720  0.00000  0.00000
3121  1.24691  2.02470  17.0641  2.G872  323.ses8  0.00000  0.00451
3122  0.31634  0.69610  9.5  we9  1.0306  170.76040  0.00000  0.00556
3131  020321  0.57048  16.797a2  os7085  17.12006  0.00000  0.00000
3132  o_9a6s7  0.76010  1SJ7605  1.03252  6s.563s  0.00000  0.00190
3133  0*2163  0.37486  136519  0.51810  77.09055  0.00000  0.04094
3134  0.06437  021728  5.227e  025750  28.64242  0.00000  0.00053
3140  0.4U896  0.97736  5.30804  I.SOm  11624160  0.00000  0.00000
3211  3.10667  ?..3999  1S4.36130  8.76001  492.97520  0.00001  0.00777
3212  2.60915  4..0709  46.67730  S.90487  286.04s90  0.00000  0.08850
3213  2.11929  4.73833  102.27780  5.50769  370.44820  0.00002  0.00700
3214  1.05331  1.30690  7.17767  1.54061  69.63239  0.00000  0.0000
3219  6.64464  15.40652  75.20777  20.01203  5Sd33610  0.00000  O.66672
3220  1.74476  3.34175  17.51r.7  4.4786  136.6190M  0.00000  0.00000
3231  16.1s346  30.39684  316.82700  3391101  1009.82000  0.00002  1.25294
3240  227767  3.32404  11.6900  5.1796  80157771  0.00000  0.00000
3311  4.22546  9.09066  144.66670  10.48031  69.19190  0.00002  0.02442
3319  5.96399  10.64782  67.8A091  1321901  36*5080  0.00408  0.00486
3320  6.366  10.05677  619209  1211476  2552960  0.00000  0.01120
3411  622504  11.72056  11.89O9  13.50168  84398030  0.00360  0.03309
3412  11.37487  21.63206  122.7020  26.45a32  6.65390  0.00001  0.00594
3419  7.00737  14.7716S  87.44201  1.859  3  5e5.53360  0.02930  0.0o1o0
3420  7J1361  14.93156  10025100  20.10880  64429370  0.00001  0.03319
3511  3225463  54.2286  600.770  60604  301521000  0.00549  1.52432
3512  52.2602  105.30260  96  90  143.6930  1981.18000  0.00006  0.03076
3513  14.00292  26.43672  54.460270  24.3903  769.96500  0.00046  030470
3521  52639  O9175  46664  11.39710  235.60620  0.0000  0.14175
35=2  3.90672  7.41845  4261971  8.41350  23330940  0.00001  0.03354
3523  1.6793  3.51560  30A5;791  4.72661  624.57080  0.00003  0.04350
3529  363323  7.22862  75615s36  8.43282  20524380  0.00019  0.03018
3530  3.75794  7.6695  78.63459  8.92270  630.10600  0.00807  0.03334
3540  2.54400  4.77774  29.44427  655634  224.70560  0.00038  0.13001
3551  0.49313  0.74480  28913  0.91546  19.84593  0.00000  024170
3559  6.5267  1221466  W0.75779  162372  521.71240  0.00003  051340
3560  9.33503  17.31052  175.55990  19.76543  320.06330  0.00234  0.06407
3610  3.61449  5.47942  29.16466  e6.51  94.77779  0.00000  1.35241
3620  1.48119  2.80316  43.58379  2.94786  145.59430  0.00000  0.42570
3f91  120075  1.40437  7.896"  1.38600  1021303  0.0000  1.02907
692  0.51694  0.98015  18.47423  1.16257  94.18251  0.00267  0.14093
3699  5.10609  7.87822  66.60011  9.98742  561.96850  0.48016  0.32127
3710  7.94278  12.93193  340.076  13.79194  807.12070  0.00261  4.08952
3720  9.33428  1323468  15121910  13.00857  429.66950  0.00328  6.53976
3811  2.42554  4.7b202  75.44722  6.29673  347.40300  0.00003  023694
3812  1.95901  3.70066  30.09547  4.83466  126.86080  0.00000  0.04191
3813  4.01728  8.61765  201.71070  9.32530  219.38040  0.00049  0.33732
3819  5.84384  11.50349  212.82490  12.07985  355.5s770  0.00012  0.46523
3822  0.S9518  1.32017  924275  1.56482  39.02625  0.00000  0.03006
3823  3.18181  5.30773  30.30179  86.3467  111.81530  0.00001  0.45739
3824  0.74531  1.46814  25.09034  1.72132  44.72525  0.00001  0.07271
3825  0.30327  0.45240  3.16344  0.50858  7.99350  0.00000  0.01055
389  1.76055  3.16366  51.89930  4.06893  114.57180  0.00000  02*745
3631  1.03023  1.73863  16.70902  2.18580  66.83495  0.00058  0.12191
3332  1.80831  3.13739  2920739  3.61263  126.49130  o.0oo01  0.13155
363  1.18943  2.32056  23.41520  3.07809  109.11160  0.00000  0.03288
3839  2.s5014  4.50333  57.62120  4.68703  152.62250  0.00000  1.17809
3S42  0.87470  1.67489  6.48001  2.18881  65.60342  0.00000  0.03408
3843  0.86e9S  1.18835  15.73307  1.30113  34.17420  0.00301  0.05082
3B46  1.01182  2.09932  28.71172  2.60972  91.67528  0.00010  0.03961
3851  0.86100  1.54587  16.20965  1.92670  00.94786  0.00001  0.02958
3852  0.93672  1.58527  15.37270  1.87083  32.56198  0.00000  0.01947
3853  2.95224  4.73261  19.47691  8.09166  145.30250  0.00000  0.00541
3901  2.02610  4.20011  59.12272  6.80054  194.38500  0.00008  0.08306
3902  5.70437  10.85665  52.07490  13.07291  260.20870  0.00000  0.28432
3900  3.06719  5.05154  38.02849  5.93036  119.63870  0.00001  0.91876
Sowsu: Wheelof (l191b)73
NATIONAL  AC  .OUNT8  rCTIVITY  a..  GROUP  P.RICIPATION.
7o  Petodeou  31  0.431
7b  ProdIl  Pnd  roqWimba BaPa  3C11  1.000
1  Canoscty  Product.  o'  -cti  os  3111  0.062
8  Cun  y  educthAPodcteLcoo  3112  0248
9  Mbosncd  dr Tdigo  NbaImal Pan  3115  0.148
9  MO.nda du  Trigo Nbanic.Pan  3117  0146
10  Otrts Productoo  Alla  hnm  3113  0.014
10  Oh.  Productos  Alim  cios  3114  0.073
10  Otro.  Producto.  Alknendtcs  3116  0216
10  Otto.  Products  Ainondclos  3110  0.140
10  Oto  Productmo  Aluwnlclao  3118  0.149
110  OaProducto  Aobwdee  3119  0.073
1  0  0to ProdudtouAllmendeb  3121  0.142
10  Otrw Prodcdi  AowAli  3122  0.144
1  0  OmPwoduct  llwtii  3131  0.004
11  Baboraclan  do Bobids  3131  0.047
1  1  Eluborecbonde  Bubkld  3132  0200
I1  I  Eboracion deo  BobId  3133  032
11  aEbomclon  de  IebIde  3134  0.371
12  Manufacture  de Productoed.  Tabaoo  3140  1.000
13  Toxtko de Fibres  ande  3211  1.000
14  Otre,lnduasrie  Texules  3211  0.413
14  Oms Industries  Texes  3212  0.132
14  Otrw Indusrks  Toxtiba  3213  0.156
14  Ohrs Indusas Textls  3214  0.140
14  Otrs Indus  Textiles  3219  0.157
15  Calado. Prendeude  Vo*sreat.  3213  0.222
15  CAJsdo.  Prmdsde Vastr  etc.  3220  0.470
15  Calado, Prmndas  do Vostir  et.  3240  0302
16  Industrl Maderew  3311  0.473
16  Industl  Maderem  3319  0.100
16  Indudsia  Madrom  3320  0.427
17  Papel  y producto.  do  Papel  3411  0.645
17  Papel  y  producto  de  Papel  3412  0.A6
16  Impro  y  5dltoal  3420  1.000
19  Cuoro y Productos  do Cuoro  3231  1.000
20  Produc  de  Hule  3551  0.7e2
20  Produota  do NHu  3550  0.238
21  Oulaneoas  Basoo.  3511  1.000
22  Fibre Sintotc  Rues.  Plasic  3513  1.000
23  Abono. F.atlllnt.s  ln.eCtkdas  3512  1.000
24  Jabones  y Detegent.s  3523  1.000
25  Farmacoutios  y Modicins  3522  1.000
26  Cowmetco.  3523  1.000
27  O0a Indudsri Oulmbn  3521  0.315
27  Otra  Industri" Quimic  3529  0.685
28  Producto  Mineralos  No  Motalko  3010  0J05
28  Producto  Mralo  No  Metalo.  3020  0.201
28  Producto  Miral..  No  Metalbo  3091  0.077
28  Productos  Mineral  No  Metaloos  3062  0.178
28  Productos  Mineral" No  Meico.  306  0239
29  IndustrIs  MUetac Basic"  3710  0.827
29  Industs  Metaces  Baskc"a  3720  0.173
30  Productos  Metacos  3311  0.122
30  Product.os  Metula  3312  0.219
30  Productos  MetelIo.  3813  0.121
30  Productos  Motuicos  3810  0.638
31  Maqumnaria  3822  0.103
31  Maquinari  3824  0.092
31  Mequlnawe  3825  0.105
31  Maquinafia  3829  0.700
32  Maquinaub  y Aparatos lectrico.  3831  0.214
32  Maquinaria  y Apartos  electrIc.s  383  0.423
32  Maquinarse  y  Apeatos Electucos  3883  0.163
32  Maquinaria  y  Aprao  Electrico  3839  0200
33  Equipo  y Materia  de Transporte  3841  0.165
33  Equipo  y Materi do  Transport.  3842  0.420
33  Equipo  y Materi de  Transporte  3844  0.41S
34  Vehiculo..  Automnoviles  yPaftes  3843  1.000
35  Industries  Manuctureras  Overses  3520  0.100
35  Industies  Manulacturefas  rOwersas  3500  0.454
35  Industries  Manufecturor  Oiversa  3851  0.098
35  lndudstl Manufacturor Diverges  3901  0.189
35  Industries  Manuactureras  Divereae  3000  0.15974
NATIONAL  ACCOUNTS  ACTIVITY  . ISIC  GROUP:
11  0  Carnes  3111
11  1  Leche,  Crema,  Mantequilla  y Queso  3112
11  2  Otros  Productos  Lacteos  3112
12  0  Frutas  y Legumbres  Envasadas  y Seca  3113
12  1  Salsas  y Condimentos  3121
13  0  HarinadiTrlgo  3116
13  1  Pan  y Otros Productos  de  Harina  3117
14  0  HarinadeMaiz  3116
14  1  Nixtanal  y Tortillas  de  Maiz  3117
15  0  Beneflcio  de Cafe  3116
15  1  Cafe;  Cafe  Soluble  yTe  3121
16  0  Azucar  y Subproductos  3118
16  1  Alcohol  Etilico  3131
17  0  Aceites  y Grasas  Vegetales  Comesti  3115
18  0  Alimentos  Para  Animales  3122
19  0  Dulces,  Bombones  y Confituras  3119
19  1  Prepa.  y Envase  de Pescado  y Mausc  3114
19  2  Arroz  y Otros  Produc  Agrico  de Moli  3116
19  3  Concentrados  y Jarabes  3121
19  4  Otros  Productos  Alimenticios  3121
20  0  Aguardientes  a Base  de  Agaves,  3131
20  1  Vinos  y Ucores  3132
20  2  Pulque  y Otras  Bebidas  Fermentadas  3132
21  0  Fabricacion  de  Malta  3133
21  1  Cerveza  3133
22  0  Refrescos  y Aguas  Gaseosas  3134
23  0  Beneficdo  de  Tabaco  3140
23  1  Cigarros  y Puros  3140
24  0  Despepite  y Empaque  de  Algodon  3211
24  1  Prepara  de Fibras  Plandas  Para  hil  3211
24  2  Hilos  e Hilados  Para  Coser  y Tejer  3211
24  3  Hilados  y Tepidos  de Fibras  Blandas  3211
25  0  Henequen  3211
25  1  Otras  Fibras  Duras  3211
26  0  Telas  Impermeabilizadas  e Impregna  3219
26  1  Alfombras  telas  afelpadas  y fieltro  3214
26  2  Encajes,  Cintas  y Tefidos  Angostos  3213
26  3  Algodon  Absorbente,  Vendas  y Simila  3219
26  4  Otros  Textiles  3212
27  0  Articulos  de Punto  3213
27  1  Ropa  Interior  y Exterior  3220
27  2  Otras  Prendas  de Vestir  3220
28  0  Curtido  y Acabado  de  Cuero  y Piel  3231
28  1  Calzado  y Otros  Articulos  de  Cuero  324075
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28  2  Otros Calzados  de Cuero o Tela  3240
29  0  Ase:  raderos  3311
29  1  Triplay, Tableros  Aglutina  y Fibrac  3311
30  0  Muebles,  Ineiuso  Colchones  3320
30  1  Puenas,  Ventanas  y Similares  3311
30  2  Otros Produc  de Madera,  Palma  y Cor  3319
31  0  Pastas  de Celulosa  y Papol  3411
31  1  Carton, Cartoncillo  y Carton Impreg  3411
31  2  Envases  y Otros Productos  3412
32  0  Ubros, Periodicos  y Revistas  3420
32  1  Imprenta  y Encuademaaon  3420
33  0  Refinacion  de Petroleo  Crudo y Deri  3530
33  1  Regeneracion  de Aceites y Asfaltos  3540
34  0  Productos  Petroquimicos  Basicos  3511
35  0  Colorantes  y Pigmentos  3511
35  1  Gases Industriales  3511
35  2  Productos  Quimicos Basicos  3511
36  0  Abonos  y Ferlilizantes  3512
37  0  Resinas  Sintetleas  3513
37  1  Fibras  Colulosicas  y Sinteticas  3513
38  0  Productos  Medicinales  3522
39  0  Jabones,  Detergentes  y Similares  3523
39  1  Perfumes  Cosmetieos  y Similares  3523
40  0  Insecticidas  y Plaguicidas  3512
40  1  PTnturas,  Barnices  y Lacas  3521
40  2  Impermeabilizantes  Adhesivos  y Simi  3529
40  3  Tintas y Pulimentos  3529
40  4  Otros Productos  Quimicos  3529
41  0  Uantas y Camaras  3551
41  1  Vulcanizacion  de Uantas y Camaras  3551
41  2  Otros Produc de Hule, Incluso  Calza  3559
42  0  Materiales  y Articulos  de Plastico  3560
43  0  Vidrio Plano, liso y labrado  3620
43  1  Envases  y Ampolletas  de Vidrio  3620
43  2  Fibras  de Vidrio y Similares  3620
43  3  Otros Articulos  de Vidrio y Cristal  3620
44  0  Cemento Hidraulico  3692
45  0  Alfareria, loza  y Porcelana  3610
45  1  Ladrillos  y Tabiques  3610
45  2  Cal y Yeso  3691
45  3  Productos  de Asbesto  3699
45  4  Mosaicos  y Marmoles  3699
46  0  Laminacion  Primaria de Hierro y Ace  3710
46  1  Lamina. Secundaria  de Hierro y Acer  371076
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g
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46  2  Tubos y Postes  de Hierro y Acero  3710
47  0  Metalurgia  del Cobro y sus Aleacion  3720
47  1  Otros Me no Ferrosoas,  Incluso Solda  3720
48  0  Muebles Metajicos  y sus Accesoros  3812
49  0  Cortinas, Puertas  y Trabajos  de Her  3811
49  1  EstrucparalaConstryTanqueMeta  3813
50  0  Cuchilleria  y Similares  3811
50  1  Utensilios  Agricolas  y Herrmientas  381
50  2  Clavos Tomillos y Siluares  3819
50  3  Galvanizado,  Cromado,  Niquelado,etc  3819
50  4  Fundidon y Moldeo de Pieza  Metalic  3819
50  5  Envases  y Productos  de Hojalata  3819
50  6  Corcholatas,  Esmaitados  y Troquelad  3819
50  7  Alambre y Articulos de Alambre  3819
50  8  Otros Productos  Metalicos  3819
51  0  Maquinaria  e Implementos  Agricnlas  3822
51  1  Maquinaria  y Equipo  para la Industr  3824
51  2  Maquinas  de Oficina, Calculo  y Cont  3825
51  3  Caideras, Qusmadores  y Calentadores  3829
51  4  Remolques,  Gruas y Slmilares  3829
51  5  Bombas  Rociadores  y Extinguidores  3829
51  6  Vaivulas  3829
51  7  Maquinas  de Coser  3829
52  0  Mitores, Generadores  y Slmilares  3831
52  1  Maquinaria  y Equipo Industrlal  Elec  3831
53  0  Aparatos Eiectricos  y Accesorios  3833
54  0  Radios,  Televisores,  Tocadlscos  etc  3832
54  1  Discos y Cintas Magnetofonicas  3832
54  2  Otros Equipos  y Refacciones  3832
55  0  Acumuladores,  Caterbas  y Pilas  3839
55  1  Focos y Tubos Eiectricos  3839
55  2  Otros Materiales,  Aparatos  y Acceso  3839
56  0  Vehiculos  Automoviles,  incduso  Trac  3843
57  0  Caffoceria  3843
57  1  Motores, Refacdones y Accesorios  3843
58  0  Construccion  y Reparacdon  de Embarc  3841
58  1  Constr y Reparacion  de Equipo  Ferro  3842
58  2  Otro Material de Transports  3844
59  0  Artliculos  de Precision  y Medicdon  3851
59  1  Joyas, Orfebreria y Artic. de Fanta  3901
59  2  Articulos Paraquimicos  3529
59  3  Otras Industrias  Manufactureras  3909Policy  Research Working Paper Serles
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